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Abstract

This article examines the long-term Sino-Japanese dispute over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in regional and global perspective. Particular attention is paid to grassroots movements in the PRC, ROC, Hong Kong and the United States laying claim to the islands for China and Japanese and US responses.
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Introduction: From Offshore Island Dispute to Homeland Dispute

The dispute over the ownership of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands is the most intractable issue in Sino-Japanese relations, and, with the exception of the Taiwan reunification issue, the outstanding territorial dispute China has with its neighbors that arouses the strongest emotions among the Chinese people. As M. Taylor Fravel points out in his comprehensive survey, the People’s Republic of China has engaged in twenty-three unique territorial disputes since 1949, including sixteen land frontier disputes, three homeland disputes, and four offshore island disputes. Except for India and Bhutan, all of China’s land frontier disputes have been settled through bilateral agreements in which China has offered substantial territorial concessions. 1 Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan fall into the second category of homeland disputes, for the PRC deemed them to be part of the Chinese homeland, and projects for the completion of national reunification. Through China’s 1984 agreement with Britain and 1987 agreement with Portugal, Hong Kong and Macau have reunited with China in 1997 and 1999 respectively. 2 Taiwan, however, remains from the PRC perspective a “renegade province.”

Fravel classifies the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea as one of China’s offshore island disputes, along with the Spratly (Nansha) Islands and the Paracel (Xisha) Islands in the South China Sea, and the White Dragon Tail Island in the Gulf of Tonkin. The last was settled through China’s secret transfer of White Dragon Tail Island to North Vietnam in 1957. 3 At this writing, neither the East China Sea nor the South China disputes show any sign of resolution or de-escalation.

The tiny Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands would seem to be an unlikely candidate for the thorniest issue in Sino-Japanese relations. This island chain, currently under Japanese administrative control, consists of five uninhabited islets and three barren rocks, located in the East China Sea about 125 miles northeast of Taiwan and 185 miles southwest of Okinawa. Their ownership is claimed by the People’s Republic of China (PRC), Japan, and the Republic of China on Taiwan (ROC), each calling it by a different name: Diaoyu (钓鱼岛列岛) for China; 4 Senkaku (尖閣諸島) for Japan; and Diaoyutai (钓鱼臺列嶼) for Taiwan (and Hong
Kong) (Figs. 1 and 2 and Table 1).

Map showing the location of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea.

The Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, with the largest island, Uotsuri-jima/Diaoyutai/Diaoyu dao, in the back.

The political status of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands before 1895 is at the heart of the dispute over their ownership: Were they terra nullius, as the Japanese contend, or were they part of the Qing Empire, as the Chinese assert? If these islands were terra nullius, then the Meiji government annexed them legitimately in 1895 under the “discovery-occupation” principle of international law. But if the islands were part of Taiwan Province in the Qing Empire, then they were taken from China by Japan under the Treaty of Shimonoseki in 1895, and should have been returned to China in 1945 in accordance with the Cairo and Potsdam declarations. Below, we will refer to these islands as the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands to highlight the continuing conflicting claims of sovereignty. However, when we look at the controversy and associated events from the perspectives of the mainland Chinese, the Taiwanese and the Hong Kongers, or the Japanese, we will use the name Diaoyu Islands, Diaoyutai Islands, or Senkaku Islands respectively.

From 1945 to 1972, the islands were under American administration together with the Okinawan islands, over which Japan held residual sovereignty. However, discovery of potential vast oil reserves in the maritime region surrounding the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senkaku-dake (宮城之峰)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitanoshima (北小島)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kita Iwo (北小島)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodai (大島)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battel and Minami (立野島)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okino-island (沖ノ島)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okino-island (沖ノ島)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tako (壇)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. Uotsuri, Minami & Kita were purchased by the Japanese government from the Kuribara family in 2012, which led to a crisis in Sino-Japanese relations.
2. Kita and Taito have been used by the US military as gunnery ranges since 1972.
3. The last three islands are owned by the state.
in the late 1960s led to a dispute over whether the islands belonged to China or Japan, calling into question whether Japan’s residual rights to Okinawa applied also to the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, and whether they should be included in the reversion of Okinawa from US control to Japanese sovereignty.

Research on the dispute has typically focused on legal and diplomatic issues, the economic and strategic values of the maritime region, or the context of the Cold War and the San Francisco Treaty system as explanations for its roots and challenges. Unryu Suganuma, Han-yi Shaw, and Ivy Lee/Fang Ming have analyzed in detail the conflicting historical and legal claims of Japan and China to substantiate their respective territorial claims. Koji Taira, Gavan McCormack, Yabuki Susumu/Mark Selden, and Reinhard Drifte have explored the possibilities for crisis management and resolution in light of history, geography and/or legal issues.

As Taylor Fravel observes about China’s offshore island disputes, “Control of the islands is key to the assertion of maritime rights, the security of sea lines of communication, and regional naval power projection.” Mark Valencia’s many articles emphasize especially China’s and Japan’s intensifying competition for fisheries and petroleum resources over the last half century.

Kimie Hara has situated the Senkaku/Diaoyu controversy among those territorial disputes in Asia that were a legacy of the San Francisco Peace Treaty of 1951. Japan was obligated to renounce various territories it had colonized or occupied under Article 2 of the treaty. But the precise borders of these territories and which country or government should receive each of them were left unspecified. This deliberate vagueness was directed against America’s Cold War adversaries, the USSR and the PRC. The consequence was several unresolved political problems in Asia, including Japan’s territorial disputes with China, Russia, and South Korea. Those problems constitute both a defense perimeter for Japan and a containment frontier against the Soviets and the Chinese. With specific reference to the Senkaku/Diaoyu dispute, Hara argues that, by its decision to return them along with Okinawa to Japan in 1972 but without taking a position on which country has sovereignty over the disputed islands, the US was maintaining a “wedge” between Japan and China, which also helped justify maintaining US military bases in Okinawa.

This study emphasizes the agency of actors in the peripheries of Okinawa, Taiwan and overseas Chinese communities, often neglected or underestimated in standard accounts of the Senkaku-Diaoyu dispute that have privileged Japanese and Chinese state actors. We will adopt a grassroots perspective of civil society and citizen activists, in particular the Defend Diaoyutai Movement that originated in North America, Taiwan and Hong Kong in the early 1970s, spread much later to Mainland China, and flared up periodically since 1990.

My principal findings are as follows. First, the reason why the Senkaku/Diaoyu dispute is so intractable is that it is more a “homeland dispute” than an “offshore island dispute.” The governments of China, Taiwan and Japan today each refers to the islands as its inherent or intrinsic territory (guyou lingtu 固有领土 in Chinese; kōyū no ryodo 固有の領土 in Japanese), making compromise exceedingly difficult, given the understanding of the contested territory as an indivisible part of the sacred homeland. However, this conception originated in the 1970s from people’s diplomacy or citizen diplomacy (minjian waijiao 民间外交), actions and initiatives undertaken by private citizens and non-governmental groups to impact and influence public perceptions of foreign policy issues and state conduct of diplomacy and international relations. The Defend Diaoyutai Movement or Baodiao Movement (Baowei Diaoyutai yundong 保卫钓鱼
Taiwan protest erupted in the US, Taiwan and Hong Kong from late 1970 as a grassroots crusade against a perceived plot by Japan and the US to encroach on the Chinese territory of Diaoyutai. The movement derived ideological and organizational inspiration from the Civil Rights movement, the Anti-Vietnam War protests, and the American New Left. Networking and flows of news and publications across the US and national boundaries facilitated the dissemination of information and the mobilization of political protests.

Political mobilization and street action, in conjunction with historical and legal research by students and scholars, turned what started as resource competition between Taiwan and Japan into a homeland dispute. The Diaoyutai Islands were added to Chinese historical memory as part of Chinese territory taken by Japan as war booty following its victory in the 1st Sino-Japanese War. Some Japanese groups and individuals initially supported Chinese ownership, but state-society collaboration soon produced a substantial case for Japanese ownership of the islands, unifying Japanese public opinion behind the government.

The Taiwan government’s clumsy handling of diplomatic affairs and the Baodiao Movement contributed to the spread of the perception that it was “corrupt in domestic affairs and incompetent in foreign relations (duinei fubai, duiwai wuneng 對內腐敗，對外無能).” Consequently, many overseas Chinese pinned their hopes instead on the PRC for the defense of Chinese sovereignty. From late 1971 on, Baodiao activists in the US, Hong Kong and Taiwan refocused their energies on national reunification, social service and political reform.

Benefiting from this development and other concomitant events such as the US-China opening, Beijing gained greater legitimacy in Chinese communities outside of the mainland at the expense of the ROC. During the 1978 negotiations over the Treaty of Peace and Friendship, the governments of China and Japan reached a tacit agreement to shelve indefinitely the Senkaku/Diaoyu issue (though not permanently for the Chinese). Beijing was eager to normalize relations and secure Japanese assistance for China’s modernization, while Japan chose not to press China on a resolution of the issue in the interest of normalization and pursuing lucrative markets in China.

Nonetheless, the social memory of Diaoyutai as sacred national territory stolen by the Japanese was indelibly etched in Chinese social memory. The dispute might be shelved, but Beijing has continued to maintain that the Diaoyu Islands were non-negotiable Chinese territory. The Baodiao movement in Chinese communities outside of Mainland China (and from the early 2000s in the PRC) would be periodically reinvigorated, either on popular initiative or in response to people’s diplomacy undertaken by Japanese ultranationalists. For more than three decades, the conflict remained manageable through the shelving agreement. However, the trawler collision incident of 2010 created a perfect storm that unraveled this tacit understanding, and created a permanent state of continuing tensions over the islands.

The pages below will analyze the origins of the Senkaku/Diaoyu conflict in Okinawa and Taiwan, the spread of people’s diplomacy and street protests in the US, Taiwan and Hong Kong, and the aftermath of Baodiao social action. Our coverage ends with 1978 that marked a hiatus in Senkaku/Diaoyu activism until 1990, after which people’s diplomacy in spurts sustained and further spread the social memory of the islands as homeland.

**Origins of the Senkaku-Diaoyu Dispute in Resource Competition**

Except for Taiwanese and Okinawan fishermen
active in their waters, these tiny islets would have remained unknown or forgotten, had not an international team of scientists under the auspices of the United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (UNECAFE) conducted a survey in late 1968, and concluded in its 1969 report: “A high probability exists that the continental shelf between Taiwan and Japan may be one of the most prolific oil reservoirs in the world.”

Even before the UNECAFE survey, Japanese industrialists, bureaucrats and academics had been alerted to the potential rich oil reserves in the East China Sea. The Japanese government, Tokai University and oil companies collaborated in financing three survey missions between 1968 and 1970. News of a potential oil bonanza produced a frenzy of applications to the Government of the Ryūkyū Islands (GRI), by private individuals in Okinawa, mainland Japanese oil companies, and American oil companies for drilling rights, nearly 4,000 by May 1969 and almost 25,000 by September 1970.

The GRI, the self-government of indigenous Okinawans created in 1952 by the United States Civil Administration of the Ryukyu Islands (USCAR), had been concerned about the increasing numbers of Taiwanese fishing vessels in Senkaku waters since the late 1950s. Prospects of impoverished Okinawa turning into an Eastern Persian Gulf now made securing control over the Senkaku Islands more imperative. The GRI began to conduct occasional military overflights and periodic maritime police patrols. In May 1969 it sent a team to erect warning signs in Japanese, Chinese and English on all the islands, marking them as off limits to persons other than Ryūkyū residents.

On November 21 of 1969, President Richard Nixon and Prime Minister Satō Eisaku agreed on the return of administrative rights over Okinawa to Japan in 1972. The Prime Minister’s Office announced in February 1971 that Japan would cooperate with the US military to strengthen patrolling of Senkaku waters and expel Taiwan fishing boats. Japan also included the Senkaku Islands as a defense key point in its 4th defense plan. It further declared that, once Okinawa reverted to Japanese sovereignty, it would follow the Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) limits of the US military, within which fall the islands.

Awareness of potential oil riches in the East China Sea prompted the Republic of China, then under the rule of the Kuomintang (KMT) or Nationalist Party, to spring into action. In February 1968, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs compiled a study of the Diaoyutai oil issue, proposing a systematic course of action: (1)
Collection of sources connecting the islands to China, conducting proper research, and announcement of Chinese sovereignty over them at the appropriate time; (2) Immediate ratification of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf (which the ROC had already signed) to strengthen Chinese claims on the basis of Diaoyutai’s location on Taiwan’s continental shelf; and (3) Conduct negotiations with foreign oil companies as soon as possible to achieve a fait accompli. This plan constituted the basis of the ROC’s strategy on the Diaoyutai Islands.\textsuperscript{27}

Throughout 1968, various government agencies conducted or sponsored related research and took concrete action to strengthen Taiwan’s claims to the potential economic resources in the Diaoyutai region.\textsuperscript{28} On July 17, 1969, Taipei declared on the basis of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf of 1958, that it had the right to develop its coastal continental resources, thereby implicitly claiming sovereignty over the Diaoyutai islands.\textsuperscript{29} In January of 1970, the ROC government designated the continental shelf of the maritime region north of Taiwan a petroleum reserve area, and delegated the Chinese Petroleum Corporation the task of exploring and developing the region.\textsuperscript{30}

In July 1970, Japan objected that Taiwan’s declaration of an oil development area on the continental shelf was unilateral and invalid under international law. Taiwan countered by notifying Japan on August 22 that it had the right to prospect and exploit undersea resources in the continental shelf north of Taiwan in accordance with international law and the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf. Just one day earlier, the ROC legislature had finally ratified the convention. On September 3, 1970, the ROC promulgated a set of regulations on maritime oil exploration, and granted a consortium of seven Western oil companies the right of cooperative exploration and development in a maritime region including the vicinity of the Diaoyutai Islands. The granting of these concessions conflicted with competing Japanese and Okinawan claims.\textsuperscript{31}

Back on August 31, the Okinawa Legislature issued a declaration, calling on the US and Japan to intervene forcefully to stop Taiwan from encroaching on Japanese sovereignty over the Senkaku Islands through its oil development plans and negotiations with Western oil companies. This Okinawa government statement was the first official document to lay out the basics of the case for Japanese ownership: until 1895, the islands were \textit{terra nullius}, and none of the earlier documents of the Ryūkyū Kingdom and China that mentioned the islands constituted proof that they belonged to either; after ascertaining their status as \textit{terra nullius}, the Meiji Government legally incorporated them as part of Okinawa Prefecture in 1895.\textsuperscript{32} This document would be echoed by a series of official statements from the Okinawa Civil Government in the early 1970s. A full official statement reiterating the same position from the Government of Japan itself, however, would not come until just over two months before the Okinawa reversion, with the publication of \textit{The Basic View of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the Senkaku Islands} on March 8, 1972. This document further declared that the islands were neither part of Taiwan nor part of the Pescadores, and hence not part of Chinese territory ceded to Japan under the Treaty of Shimonoseki in 1895, nor subject to treaties signed after World War II obligating Japan to return territories seized from other countries.\textsuperscript{33}

While the discovery of potential petroleum and natural gas reserves might have attracted widespread attention to the ownership issue, a much more immediate economic concern was that of the Taiwanese fishermen from Yilan County, the ROC jurisdiction closest to the disputed islands. Before the 1970s, Taiwanese fishermen fished in the region undisturbed, but
in the summer of 1970, Okinawan patrol boats expelled them, putting their livelihood at risk. The plight of the fishermen was widely reported by the Taiwan press, and caught the attention of the public.

From Resource Competition to Territorial Dispute

On September 1, 1970, four journalists from *China Times* set sail on a ROC Marine Research Laboratory vessel from Keelung for Diaoyutai. They landed on Diaoyutai Island the following day. The journalists planted an ROC flag, and inscribed in red ink “Long Live President Chiang [Kai-shek]” and “Long Live the Republic of China” on a high rock (Fig. 4). On September 4, they published an account of their adventures. Further Diaoyutai news reports in the Taiwan press in late 1970, plus a rumor that the Okinawans had torn up the ROC flag planted on Diaoyutai Island and thereby offended the ROC’s national dignity, led to growing pressure from the Taiwan public on the government to take strong action.

Four *China Times* journalists carving the words “Long Live President Chiang Kai-shek,” on a rock on Diaoyutai Island, September 2, 1970.

In the initial stages of the looming dispute over ownership of the islands, the Republic of China focused on resource competition without making an open claim of sovereignty, to avoid open breaches with Japan or the US at a time when Taiwan’s position at the UN was deteriorating. On September 4, Foreign Minister Wei Tao-ming (Wei Daoming 魏道明) stated in a secret conference at the Legislative Yuan that Diaoyutai belonged to China, but this was unpublicized. By mid-September, Chiang Kai-shek had decided on the following Diaoyutai policy: First, settle our ownership of the continental shelf rights; Second, refrain from openly claiming ownership of the islands, but also refuse to acknowledge Japanese ownership; Third, declare to the US that we disagree with its unilateral decision to return the Ryūkyūs to Japan without consulting us, and that we reserve the right to speak on this issue.

At a September 10 press briefing, State Department spokesman Robert McCloskey was asked what the US position was if conflict arose over sovereignty of the Senkaku Islands. McCloskey responded that it would be a matter for the parties concerned to settle. This was the earliest public statement of the US position on the sovereignty issue.

If the US thought that, by avoiding taking sides on a problematic issue, it could sidestep damaging relations with one of its Cold War allies, Japan and Taiwan, and perhaps also provoke the PRC at the very moment when the US was exploring the possibility of a US-China détente directed against the USSR, it was mistaken. Neither Japan nor the ROC was pleased by McCloskey’s response.
The KMT government finally asserted Chinese ownership of the islands to Japan and the US through unpublicized diplomatic channels, though not openly. On September 16, 1970, Chow Shu-kai (Zhou Shukai 周書楷), ROC Ambassador to the US, verbally informed Marshall Green, Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, about Taiwan’s legal rights to Diaoyutai. On October 23, James Shen (Shen Jianhong 沈劍虹), ROC vice minister of foreign affairs, stated to the Japanese ambassador in Taipei that the Diaoyutai Islands belonged to the ROC and were definitely not Japanese territory. On the following day, the Japanese Embassy countered with a statement that the Senkakus were incontrovertibly part of Nansei-shotō and hence Japanese territory.

Nonetheless, at this stage the possibility still existed of a compromise over resource competition in the East China Sea. In November of 1970, an agreement was reached on the creation of a Japan-Korea-ROC Liaison Committee to discuss cooperation on developing the continental shelf. The first meeting of the Liaison Committee took place on December 21, 1970 in Tokyo, involving non-governmental organizations of Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. Trilateral cooperation to develop maritime resources was discussed, but not the question of territorial sovereignty and oil development rights. Nonetheless, the trilateral commission fanned the suspicions of Taiwan Chinese that the ROC was willing to give up territorial claims to Diaoyutai in order to secure a share of maritime resources in the East China Sea. It also aroused the immediate objections of the PRC. A December 3 Beijing radio broadcast responding to the liaison committee announcement marked the first assertion of Chinese sovereignty over the Diaoyu Islands. On the following day, a Xinhua News editorial on “A Conspiracy by the American and the Japanese Reactionaries to Rob China and Korea of Their Seabed Resources” blasted the Liaison Committee as an act of aggression and a US-Japan conspiracy with the connivance of South Korea and Taiwan. The Taiwan public’s suspicions and the PRC’s strong objection ended the prospects of joint development, and left the ROC with little choice other than to defend territorial claims to Diaoyutai.

Japan: Dissenting Voices against the Government’s Senkaku Policy

At the outset of the controversy, the Japanese government publicly declared its position that it has maintained to the present day: the Senkaku Islands constitute an intrinsic territory of Japan, Japan’s ownership is indisputable, and therefore there is no dispute. However, the Japanese public was far from supporting the government’s position unanimously. There were dissenting voices emanating from the press, Japanese student groups and organizations, progressive and pro-China organizations, and individual intellectuals.

A number of news commentators voiced their opposition to what they saw as a resurgence of Japanese militarism in alliance with monopoly capitalism, and warned that if the Japanese government placed troops in Okinawa and the Senkakus, and extended the ADIZ to the East coast of China, this might lead to a second Marco Polo Bridge Incident plunging Japan into another war with China. Students of the School of Science of the University of Tokyo and the Japan-China Friendship Society of Hosei University published issues on the Senkaku problem that opposed the Japanese government’s territorial incorporation of the islands as a plot of the militarist clique. The Association for the Promotion of International Trade, Japan or JAPIT (Nihon bōeki sokushin kyōkai日本国際貿易促進協会), a pro-China trade group founded in 1954, adopted a policy to “oppose the plot to purloin the Senkaku Islands” on March 7, 1972.
On March 23, 1972, four leftist intellectuals initiated a statement entitled “Declaration of Righteous People in the Cultural Sphere of Japan to Stop Japanese Imperialism from Encroaching on the Senkakus” that was signed by ninety-five prominent intellectuals: “The Senkaku Islands were seized by Japan in the Sino-Japanese War, and historically, they are obviously territory inherently belonging to China. We cannot approve the Japanese imperialist aggression and affirm the history of aggression.” The statement warned against the Japanese people being manipulated over “territorial issues” and again becoming cannon fodder for Japanese militarist aggressors. It cautioned the Okinawans of all political persuasions not to be intoxicated by the alluring prospect of petroleum discoveries that could lift Okinawa out of poverty, and not to overlook the militarists’ hidden evil intentions. The statement called on everyone to rise and stop the aggression of Japanese imperialism over the Senkakus, which, if unstopped, will lead to its aggression against all of Asia.53

Ishida Ikuo (石田郁夫), an activist writer who was one of the four initiators of the declaration, was also a leader of the “Association for Blocking Japanese Imperialist Seizure of the Senkaku Islands” (Nittei no Senkaku Rettō ryakudatsu boshi no kai 日帝尖閣列島略奪の阻止の会). Another prominent member of this association was the eminent historian Inoue Kiyoshi (井上淸) of Kyoto University. Inoue was probably the most historically grounded domestic opponent to the Japanese government’s Senkaku claims, and his scholarship would be widely drawn on by Chinese proponents of China’s rights over the disputed islands. In 1972, Inoue published two lengthy articles in academic journals on the history and sovereignty issue of the Senkakus, arguing that the islands belonged to China and that Japanese militarists took advantage of imminent victory in the 1st Sino-Japanese War to encroach on them.54

Japan: State-Society Collaboration in Building a General Consensus on the Senkakus

These voices of domestic dissent, however, were no match for a concerted joint effort of the Japanese government, non-governmental organizations, the media and scholars to comprehensively document a case for Japanese ownership of the Senkakus. The Japanese government and academic circles organized many study societies on the Senkaku dispute since its outbreak, some with as many as sixty professors. These groups compiled evidence supporting the Japanese case for Senkaku ownership, and published research refuting the Chinese position.55 Both the government and big business, including Mitsubishi, Mitsui and major oil companies, financially subsidized this academic research. In half a year’s time, at least thirty or more publications, some over 400 pages long, were published.56 NHK broadcasted a special program on the Senkaku issue in 1972, featuring a discussion forum in which foreign ministry officials and international law professors participated, as well as interviews of oil industry executives, political commentators and law professors.57

The most indefatigable scholar on the Senkaku issue was Okuhara Toshio (奥原敏雄), an assistant professor of law at Kokushikan University in Tokyo and the intellectual foil to Inoue Kiyoshi. His prolific publications countered the evidence presented in academic studies supporting the Chinese position, and “provided the essence of most of the subsequent scholarly work supporting the Japanese claim.”58 Another productive writer on the Senkaku question was Midorima Sakae (緑間栄), Okinawan scholar of international law. His many articles from the late 1970s became the basis for a book for the general reader, entitled simply Senkaku rettō.59

By the 2nd half of 1972, the Japanese media had swung decisively in favor of the Japanese
government’s position. Earlier, some of the commentary in mainstream newspapers such as Mainichi shimbun and Asahi shimbun had been critical. But now the media rallied behind the government and there was virtually unanimous support for the view that the Senkaku Islands were the inherent territory of Japan.60

Political organizations and academics followed suit. The Liberal Democratic Party was the first to make public its position affirming Japanese ownership of the Senkakus on March 28, 1972. Even leftist and progressive parties, which normally opposed militarism and advocated Sino-Japanese friendship, fell in line. The Japan Communist Party issued a commentary on March 31, voicing agreement with the Okinawa Legislature’s March 3 resolution which stated that “Clearly the Senkakus are Japanese Territory.” The Japan Socialist Party came around as well on April 13, followed shortly by the Democratic Socialist Party and the Clean Government Party.61 Academic circles and the general public too were won over or silenced by this avalanche of meticulous academic research, media commentary and party platforms.62

Street action and political activism did not play a major role in Japan over the Senkaku/Diaoyutai controversy at this time (unlike the situation in the US, Taiwan and Hong Kong, as detailed below). However, public demonstrations by neonationalist student action committees in April 1972 foreshadowed the future importance of political theater of the right-wing nationalists in Japan. These action committees were bused in small groups to protest at the PRC trade office, The Association for the Promotion of International Trade, Japan, and major bus and train stations in Tokyo, where they shouted “The Senkaku Islands are the intrinsic territory of Japan,” “Stop China from illegal seizure of Japan’s inherent territory—the Senkaku islands,” and other slogans.63

Taiwan: Government and Academic Research on Chinese Ownership of the Diaoyutai Islands

ROC government-sponsored research on the Diaoyutai issue culminated in a December 1, 1971 report by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Research and Analysis of the Sovereignty Question over the Diaoyutai Islands,” which summed up the case for Chinese ownership; and provided historical evidence and an explanation of why the ROC had not raised the Diaoyutai sovereignty issue right after World War II.64

Taiwan academics had also gotten busy researching the issue. In comparison to Japan, Chinese academic research on the disputed islands was nowhere as extensive and well financed by the government.65 Hongdah Chiu (Qiu Hongda丘宏達), a law professor at National Chengchi University, did the most thorough and influential research on the subject by a Taiwan scholar at the time from the perspective of international law.66

Chinese student activists in the US also produced research, pamphlets, periodicals and polemical literature on the Diaoyutai problem, and above all, organized street protests. Their political activism would prove more consequential than academic publications by Taiwan scholars.


A fiery essay entitled “Defend Diaoyutai!” (保衛釣魚台!), published in the November 1970 issue of Zhonghua zazhi (中華雜誌) in Taiwan, was the clarion call that stirred Chinese students in the US to action and launched the Defend Diaoyutai Movement (hereafter the Baodiao Movement).
“Defend Diaoyutai!” was co-authored by two National Taiwan University graduate students, Wang Hsiao-Po (王曉波) and Wang Shun (王順). This essay opened with the quotation of a stirring May 4th Movement proclamation, “Chinese territory may be conquered, but must not be surrendered! Chinese people may be slain, but will not bow their heads! (中國的土地可以征服而不可以斷送! 中國的人民可以殺戮而不可以低頭!).

A parallel was thus drawn between imperialist encroachments on China in the early 20th century and the Diaoyutai dispute in 1970: now that Japan had rebuilt itself from the ashes of defeat and become an economic power, it once again extended its reach to the Ryūkyūs and prepared to occupy the Chinese territory of Diaoyutai. The essay continued with a survey of the “ironclad” historical and geographical evidence for Chinese ownership. But it was its stirring rhetoric that aroused strong responses. The US was condemned for its blatant support for the revival of Japanese imperialism. The KMT government was taken to task for its weak conduct in foreign relations. The essay concluded: “The earlier generation responded to Japanese imperialism’s plot to take over Shandong with the May 4th Movement, and awoke the national spirit of the Chinese people. Japanese imperialism was compelled to reveal its hideous face. Should our generation of Chinese youth fifty years later just watch helplessly while our territory was encroached on through the declarations and secret agreements of the great powers? ... ‘No! No! No!’ We must demonstrate through our strength and actions that this generation of youth has the same capacity and determination to defend national territory!”

The Baodiao Movement originated with the wide circulation of “Defend Diaoyutai!”, among Chinese students in the US in late 1970. Robust Chinese student organizations on a number of American campuses and vibrant intellectual networks across America with trans-Pacific linkages played key roles in the transmission of information on the Diaoyutai issue and the mobilization and coordination of political action. One important network was Dafeng she (大風社), a cultural society with local chapters established across the US in 1968 and 1969 by students from Taiwan. These chapters held reading and discussion meetings, and connected through a newsletter, which graduated to a quarterly (Dafeng jikan 大風季刊) in 1970. Another important network was the Kexue yuekan (科學月刊), a scientific monthly for Taiwan readers edited and published by a network of Taiwan graduate students in the US. Chinese-language periodicals published in Hong Kong also played an important cultural role. Given that the Hong Kong cultural scene was ideologically diverse and relatively free from political interference, as compared to Taiwan or the Mainland, some of its magazines served as an important medium for conducting trans-Pacific conversations on global events and intellectual currents, questions of diasporic national identity for the overseas Chinese, the role of Chinese intellectuals, and the future of China, Taiwan and Hong Kong.

At a Dafeng she meeting in Princeton on November 21, 1970, seven Chinese graduate students met to discuss “Defend Diaoyutai!” and the Diaoyutai issue. All agreed that they had a citizen’s duty to contribute to the defense of China’s territorial sovereignty, and decided to mobilize a student movement to defend Diaoyutai on the model of the US anti-war movement. They notified friends on various college campuses through the Dafeng she network, and distributed a bilingual pamphlet, “What You Should Know about Diaoyutai” (釣魚台須知). The group’s request for the support of a Baodiao Movement by Chinese language publications in the US was enthusiastically received at the December 13 meeting of The Society for the Advancement of Chinese Publications (華人刊物協進會) in New York.
In response to this initiative, a series of discussion forums were held and Baodiao action committees established on many US campuses, including the University of Chicago, New York University, Columbia University, University of Wisconsin-Madison, University of California at Berkeley, and Stanford University. A group of over thirty students from the East Coast founded the New York Branch of the Action Committee to Defend Chinese Territory Diaoyutai (保衛中國釣魚臺行動委員會紐約分會) on December 22, 1970. They issued a Declaration to Defend the Chinese Territory Diaoyutai (保衛中國領土釣魚臺宣言), advocating:

1. Resolutely oppose the revival of Japanese militarism.
2. Defend China’s sovereignty over the Diaoyutai Islands with full strength.
3. Oppose the American conspiracy favoring the Satō administration.
4. Reject any international plan for joint development before sovereignty has been settled.

The principles enunciated in this declaration were adopted by the Baodiao action committees that sprang up on many US campuses by early 1971. The Kexue yuekan network served as a continent-wide forum for the transmission of news, circulation of political discussions, and building trust among Baodiao activists. On January 4, 1971, 500 copies of its news bulletin focusing on the Diaoyutai dispute were sent out to the Kexue yuekan mailing list. Later that month, Kexue yuekan’s news bulletin was transformed into a weekly bulletin on Diaoyutai (釣魚台快訊). Baodiao activists and action committees at various US campuses produced a substantial amount of publicity materials, informational pamphlets, and periodicals that aimed to mobilize public support for the movement.

Circulation of information via publications and discussion forums was followed shortly by political action in the form of demonstrations across the US, first on January 29 and 30 and then on April 9 and 10, 1971. How did the Baodiao movement succeed to quickly attract the political participation of significant numbers of Taiwan and Hong Kong students in the US, given that many were apolitical, seeking to settle down in the US and earn the 3 Ps—PhD, Permanent Residence, and Property? Moreover, Taiwan students, who were educated in a politically repressive environment that stressed loyalty to the KMT and penalized unauthorized political actions, had even more reason to be cautious than their Hong Kong counterparts. In contrast, Hong Kong students did not have to fear reprisals by the KMT government, had much easier access to leftist publications, and were generally more open to identification with the PRC.

The major reason why the Baodiao Movement gained broad support among Chinese students in the US was the widely shared public anger at Japan for its perceived scheme to rob China of its rightful territory to satiate Japanese greed for oil. The collective grievance of the Chinese was triggered by their historical memory of past Japanese aggression coupled with current news of Japan’s bullying of the ROC, as evidenced by Okinawa patrol boats expelling Taiwanese fishermen from the vicinity of the Diaoyutai Islands, and the Okinawan authorities reportedly tearing up the ROC flag planted by the China Times journalists. This shared outrage, even more than resource nationalism, was the fundamental reason for the rapid spread and passionate character of the Baodiao Movement.

Stirring rhetoric and powerful images in the Baodiao literature galvanized the hitherto largely apathetic Chinese students. A major trope is the Baodiao Movement as the New May 4th Movement (新五四運動). This was anticipated by the two Wang’s incorporation of a May 4th Movement slogan in the beginning section of their essay “Defend Diaoyutai!”
Berkeley graduate student Guo Songfen’s (郭松棻) fiery speech at the San Francisco rally on January 29, 1971, explicitly proclaimed the date as “the beginning of the Second May 4th Movement in China.” Guo declared: “If this [Taiwan] government cannot act in accordance with the welfare of the people, we must unite on the basis of the patriotic spirit of May 4th to criticize it. If after our criticism and censure, this government is still dithering around and going through the motions, and cannot stand up ... then we should overthrow this government ...”

The special first issue of the Berkeley Baodiao Action Committee’s militant newsletter Zhanbao 战报 has on its cover the image of a raised clenched left fist framed at the top and the bottom by the slogan “Defend Diaoyutai 保衛釣魚台” and at the right and the left by the May 4th Movement slogan “‘Eradicate traitors internally and resist foreign subjugation externally內除國賊，外抗強權.’” In the background is a map of China and Taiwan, with an arrow pointing to the approximate location of the Diaoyutai Islands (Fig. 5). The explicit linkages of their protests to the slogans and the targets of the May 4th Movement valorize the students’ political legitimacy as the latest in a series of patriotic 20th century Chinese student movements, and draw present-day parallels to Japanese aggression and national government weakness in the May 4th era.

A second and related trope in Baodiao literature is the evocation of the memory of the Anti-Japanese War of Resistance, an effective appeal to the shared sense of injustice aroused by Japanese militarists again trying to rob the Chinese people of their sacred territory. The cover art and its accompanying poem for the University of Wisconsin’s special issue on the Baodiao Movement make a strong visual and rhetorical statement (Fig. 6). A salivating wolf in a Japanese military uniform has one claw on Okinawa and another extending towards the Diaoyutai Islands, while a young Chinese patriot gets ready to slay it with a spear. The poem reads:

Eight years of the War of Resistance are still fresh in our memory,

Our hot blood boiling, we swear to protect sovereign rights and fight for national dignity;

The bones of tens of thousands of martyrs are still warm, our loyal
hearts are still here, How can we allow the Japanese bandits to commit aggression again?

As the movement progressed from the exchange of information and ideas to the planning of protests and demonstrations, American political and social movements provided valuable models. A number of Chinese students who became Baodiao activists had participated in the social movements in the US during the 1960s. They were therefore familiar with the logistics and political requirements of holding marches, including securing the necessary official permits, planning routes, disseminating publicity, and maintaining order. These skills facilitated the mobilization of the Baodiao Movement. Chinese with immigrant or American born background who had been involved in community work also acted as liaisons mobilizing support and participation from Chinatowns and the wider Chinese community.

The First Series of Baodiao Protests in Late January 1971

As the Baodiao Movement took shape in late 1970 and early 1971, a collective decision was made by the Baodiao action committees to hold demonstrations across the United States on January 30 when the winter break would be ending. Efforts were made to bridge differences between factions and forge a united front for the cause of nationalist defense of Chinese sovereignty. Organizers agreed that the movement should be “nationalist [rather] than political” in orientation, so that it would represent the unity of the Chinese people in opposition to Japanese militarism. Accordingly, neither the ROC nor the PRC flags were to be displayed, and songs and slogans were to refer only to Chinese compatriots rather than to specific Chinese regimes.

The Berkeley Baodiao Action Committee, however, opted to hold the San Francisco demonstration one day earlier on January 29. The San Francisco protest had a more diverse constituency and a more radical platform than the other demonstrations, held a day later in New York, Washington DC, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, and Honolulu. The Berkeley Baodiao Action Committee’s agenda was unapologetically political rather than national. It consciously called for unity with and support from the Bay Area Chinese American community. It was allied with Wei Min She, an Asian American activist
organization in San Francisco Chinatown that was founded in 1971 and included both Asian American youth as well as students from Hong Kong and Southeast Asia. The San Francisco rally had a higher proportion of Hong Kong students and Chinese American youth than the other rallies. In addition to overseas students from nine Bay Area campuses, also prominently present were Cantonese-speaking Chinese Americans and members of the militant Red Guards Party, an Asian American youth organization founded in San Francisco in 1969.

As spokesman for the committee at the demonstration, Liu Daren, a doctoral candidate in political science at UC Berkeley, called on students and compatriots to unite and protest to the governments of the US, Japan and the ROC. Speakers condemned US monopoly capitalism and imperialism, the revival of Japanese militarism, and Taipei’s failure to uphold sovereignty rights and national dignity.

Over five hundred demonstrators marched to the ROC Consulate under the lead banner of “Dare to Die to Oppose the Selling Out of Diaoyutai”. The protest letter presented to Consul General Chou T’ung-hua warned: “We protest the weak, muddled, fatuous and impotent attitude demonstrated over the Diaoyutai affair by the government you represent. We solemnly warn you: Don’t twiddle with our sacred territory. All officials handling the Diaoyutai affair must bear responsibility to all Chinese people to absolutely not permit the replay of the Nishihara loans that resulted in loss of sovereignty rights and national humiliation.” The demonstrators then proceeded to the Japanese Consulate, and after a standoff, a consular representative agreed to accept their protest letter.

In contrast, with the exception of the Seattle demonstration, all of the January 30 protests targeted the Japanese Consulate but not the ROC Consulate, to avoid creating the impression that the movement was directed against the Taiwan government. Most of the fifteen hundred protesters in New York were Taiwan and Hong Kong students from thirty colleges, along with some Chinese intellectuals and professionals from the East Coast. Like the Berkeley Baodiao Action Committee, the New York organizers also reached out to the Chinatown community. I Wor Kuen, the East Coast equivalent of the San Francisco Red Guards, participated in the march, but it had to march at the rear of the contingent and refrain from carrying the PRC flag or shouting radical slogans.

Perhaps the most enduring cultural product of the Baodiao Movement is “The Diaoyutai Fighting Song,” collectively composed by the Baodiao Action Committee of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and first sung at the January 30 protest in Chicago:

Amidst rolling and turbulent waves, in the East China Sea far way,

Stands a group of beautiful islets.

Diaoyutai, bravely looking down on the Pacific.

Diaoyutai, defending our bountiful territorial seas.

The wind roars, the sea howls.

Our sacred territory, the treasured Diaoyu isles.

Symbolizing that we are heroic and unafraid of violence.

Diaoyutai, how much laughter you bring to the fishermen.
Diaoyutai, containing our priceless treasures.

Roar angrily, Diaoyutai.

We will fight for each inch of earth and resist till death.

We will show contempt for the Japanese robbers!  

YouTube version of song with interpolated news video clips

The “Diaoyutai Fighting Song” was adopted as the unofficial anthem of the movement at subsequent Baodiao protests, both in 1971 and at the revival of the movement in later decades.

By demonstrating at the San Francisco ROC Consulate, the Berkeley Baodiao Action Committee explicitly criticized Taipei for political inaction and rejected the majority position that the movement should be politically nonpartisan in orientation. This radical stance was confirmed by Guo Songfen’s article for the first issue of Zhanbao, published on February 15, “The Diaoyutai Affair — Which is More Important: Its Nationalist Nature or Its Political Nature?” The KMT government was attacked for adopting a docile foreign policy that played into the hands of the Satō government’s militarist expansion policy and made concessions at the expense of the interests of the nation. Moreover, the article charged, intentionally or not, the governments of Japan and Taiwan were inciting hatred between the peoples of China and Japan, who must join forces to oppose such “vicious, irresponsible behavior.”

The anti-imperialist struggle of the Asian peoples was linked to the Asian American fight for social justice. Zhanbao denounced KMT White Terror tactics in Taiwan and Chinese America. Also under fire were Chinatown institutions controlled by older generations with close and long-standing ties to the KMT, such as the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association and Young China Morning News (少年中國晨報), founded in 1910 by the Revolutionary Alliance (Tongmenghui同盟會), the precursor to the KMT. The ultraconservative leaders of the old Chinatown organizations were deemed too focused on supporting the KMT and unable to address the needs of the Chinese community. The Chinatown old guard’s close links with the KMT also made it an impediment to the Baodiao Movement. In the words of Zhanbao, “This movement raised the political consciousness and interest in politics of the Chinese community, letting it disengage from the propaganda of KMT’s Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association. This is a very meaningful and worthwhile endeavor.”

Thus, Berkeley’s action committee presented a radical internationalist perspective that sought to embrace all peoples in a united front against militarism and imperialism, as well as foreshadowing the future splintering of the Baodiao Movement into political factions. However, at this early stage of the movement, most participants remained committed to a nationalist alliance against Japanese encroachment on Diaoyutai. The KMT’s mishandling of the controversy would change all that.

Taipei’s Reactions to the Baodiao Movement

Central Daily News reported on the mobilization of overseas Chinese students on the east coast to defend Diaoyutai just one day after the formation of the New York Baodiao Action Committee on December 22, 1970. As early as January 5, 1971, Taipei received alarming reports from ROC diplomats in the US that students were planning protest marches on January 30 and initiating signature drives demanding that the ROC government defend...
Diaoyutai sovereignty.\textsuperscript{100}

ROC Foreign Minister Wei Tao-ming recognized that Taipei was in a bind. Letting the student movement develop freely would strengthen the government’s position in negotiations with Japan and the US. But actively pursuing sovereignty claims and failing to rein in the \textit{Baodiao} Movement would complicate ROC-Japan and ROC-US relations at a time when international support for its UN membership was waning. The ROC government’s avoidance of open conflicts with either Japan or the US created a strong impression that Taipei was unwilling or unable to fight for Chinese sovereignty. Wei was concerned about the negative impact on the ROC’s competition with the PRC over the hearts and minds of the overseas Chinese,\textsuperscript{101} a fear borne out by subsequent developments.

Official newspapers and publications, driven by the KMT’s anti-Communist logic, consistently conveyed the view that the \textit{Baodiao} Movement was manipulated and used by the Communists.\textsuperscript{102} ROC diplomatic personnel and KMT officials also tried to suppress or disrupt the activities of the movement. These measures alienated overseas students who felt they were unfairly labeled as reds, and led many to eventually lose faith in the Taipei government and identify instead with the PRC.\textsuperscript{103}

In January of 1971, under direction from the central government, ROC consular officials attended Diaoyutai discussion forums held on various campuses to reassure students of the government’s determination and to dispel their suspicions. But Taipei provided the diplomats in the US with no concrete details on how the government was managing the Diaoyutai problem. Consequently, they were unable to respond adequately to the students’ sharp questions and allay their concerns.\textsuperscript{104}

Following the January 29 and 30 demonstrations, consular officials recognized that students demanded concrete action not just reassuring words, and recommended that Taipei provide hard information on its negotiations with the US and Japan. They also pointed out that postponing talks on Diaoyutai ownership while conducting talks on joint development would aggravate student concerns, and warned that if students continued to be dissatisfied with government actions, the \textit{Baodiao} movement could well morph into an anti-government movement.\textsuperscript{105}

The Taipei government decided to dispatch two officials to the United States to “advise and guide” (\textit{shudao} 疏導) the Taiwan students, reassuring them on the government’s position on Diaoyutai and preventing them from becoming subverted by Communist activists.\textsuperscript{106}

Between mid-February and mid-March, Education Ministry official Yao Shun (姚舜) and KMT Central Committee official Zeng Guangshun (曾廣順) traveled throughout the US, and consulted with local consular officials, KMT chapter members, and Chinese scholars and students. Unfortunately, Yao was no better briefed on what concrete actions might have been taken by the Taipei government than the ROC diplomats in the US. He was therefore unable to answer many of the students’ pointed questions at Diaoyutai discussion forums held on over ten university campuses. As described in sarcastic student reports on his trip, Yao was the one who was being advised and guided.\textsuperscript{107}

Zeng, Yao and ROC Ambassador to the US Chow Shu-kai concluded that Taipei must undertake appropriate measures to address the concerns of the students.\textsuperscript{108} Yao Shun emphasized that the government should listen to the students’ demands: (1) Send naval vessels to patrol the Diaoyutai maritime region; (2) Stop for the time being talks on the joint development of maritime resources with Japan and South Korea; and (3) Make a formal declaration about Diaoyutai being Chinese territory. Yao argued that implementing these
three measures would meet the bottom line of student demands and bring an end to their protests. This militant proposal was rejected due to the strong opposition of some senior KMT elders and officials.\textsuperscript{109}

On February 23, 1971, the ROC under public pressure finally asserted territorial claims publicly for the first time, moving beyond simply rejecting Japan’s claims and behind-the-scene negotiations. Foreign Minister Wei Tao-Ming declared at an open session of the Legislative Yuan: “Our disagreement is based on ground that from historical, geographical and usage viewpoints, these islets should belong to Taiwan. Our views and position on this issue have been repeatedly communicated to the Japanese government [but not made public previously]. What is involved in the case of the Tiao-Yu-Tai Islets is sovereign rights and we shall not yield even inch of land or piece of rock.”\textsuperscript{110}

The Second Series of \textit{Baodiao} Protests in Early April 1971

This public declaration of Taiwan’s territorial rights over Diaoyutai, however, was insufficient to assuage the Chinese public in the United States. In March of 1971, 523 eminent Chinese scholars in the United States sent an open letter to Chiang Kai-shek. The Chinese professors demanded the defense of rights over the islands and refusal to engage in joint development of oil resources before settlement of the sovereignty issue.\textsuperscript{111}

Berkeley’s \textit{Baodiao} Action Committee initiated an open letter to Chiang Kai-shek that was supported by 60 \textit{Baodiao} action committees and sent to Taipei on March 12. It insisted on a government response to ten demands, including a declaration to the world and concerned governments by March 29 that Diaoyutai was inviolable Chinese territory, a strong and publicized protest to the government of Japan for its barbaric acts of aggression, and dispatching troops to occupy the islands and naval boats to patrol the surrounding seas to safeguard China’s sovereignty and the fishermen’s safety. The ROC government remained silent.\textsuperscript{112}

The first round of demonstrations had not led to any substantive visible action on the part of the Taipei government. The students were concerned that it might abandon its claims to the islands to preserve its UN seat, and were also upset at perceived US favoritism towards Japan.\textsuperscript{113} KMT officials and consular staff alienated many Chinese students, for they seemed only interested in tamping down student protests, and failed to provide either accurate information back to Taipei or information on government policies in response to the students’ questions. The KMT press’s labeling of students as Communist conspirators or as innocent dupes being used by Communist bandits and fellow travelers had already antagonized many.\textsuperscript{114} Even worse, KMT agents on US campuses engaged in sabotage and intimidation: anonymous letters attacking students involved in the \textit{Baodiao} movement, planting sugar in the fuel tanks of \textit{Baodiao} activists’ cars, and mobilizing parents to write letters to dissuade students from participation.\textsuperscript{115}

The local \textit{Baodiao} action committees therefore agreed to hold a second series of protests on April 10, 1971. The Berkeley \textit{Baodiao} Action Committee again opted to hold its demonstration in San Francisco a day early. Compared to the first series of protests, participants in this round of demonstrations had hardened their position considerably against the ROC government.

At the San Francisco protest on April 9, over five hundred participants, including students from twelve colleges and universities, Chinatown residents, and others gathered in Portsmouth Square [video recorded by Lau
Student speakers condemned Japanese militarist aggression, unprincipled US support for Japan, and the KMT government’s feeble handling of the Diaoyutai sovereignty issue and its censorship and repression of patriotic students. The rally was interrupted by five or six thugs hired by Chinatown leaders. They charged the podium, grabbed the microphone, and engaged in fisticuffs with demonstrators. The thugs were neutralized by the crowd and ran away when the police arrived.\textsuperscript{116}

After the incident, the demonstrators regrouped and marched to the ROC Consulate. En route more Chinese and American youth joined the march. Consul-General Chou T’ung-hua (Zhou Tonghua) recited some generalities in response to the demands raised by the protest letter, furthering angering the demonstrators. The protesters then proceeded to the Japanese Consulate and the Federal Building where they presented their protest letter, before concluding with rousing slogans and songs.\textsuperscript{117}

On April 10, about 2,500 protesters all over the US and Canada marched in Washington DC (Fig. 7). Li Woyan (李我焱),\textsuperscript{118} a postdoctoral fellow in physics at Columbia University, was principal coordinator and chair. Many demonstrators were taken by surprise when they saw Li and other leftist leaders donning red armbands, an insignia of the Cultural Revolution, a sign that the radicals were in control and breaking with the earlier consensus within the movement that the protests should focus on unity and not highlight ideological differences.\textsuperscript{119}

The final stop was the Japanese Embassy. When the representatives raised the question of sovereignty over Diaoyutai, a Japanese diplomat answered to each question: “No comment!” When the representatives pressed the diplomat on why there was no comment, the response was: “Didn’t your government representatives also say ‘no comment’ to each question?” This was a sarcastic reference to the response by Foreign Ministry spokesman Wei Yusun (魏煜孫) on September 18, 1970, when
he was asked about the Okinawan removal of the ROC flag planted at Diaoyutai by the China Times journalists. 121

Disappointed by the results of the protest, three to four hundred demonstrators met that evening at the University of Maryland to discuss future directions. Some argued strongly for withdrawing support for the KMT government that paid no heed to student demands and was unable to defend national territory. Instead, the movement should turn to the PRC for protecting Diaoyutai sovereignty and support its entry into the UN. 122

The second issue of Berkeley Baodiao Action Committee’s Zhanbao, published in June of 1971, both heightened the radical tone of the first issue and broadened the range of issues. As Jian Yiming (簡義明) has pointed out in a pioneering essay, Hong Kong magazines in the 1960s and the 1970s constituted a significant platform for political and literary discourse among Chinese intellectuals in Taiwan, Hong Kong and the US, who shared an oppositional stance toward the KMT government and an optimistic and romanticized view of the PRC and the Cultural Revolution. Guo Songfen was a participant as reader and author in this intellectual exchange, and his essays for Zhanbao were in many respects extensions of political discourse carried on in Pan Ku (Pan Gu 盤古), 123 a Hong Kong magazine founded by a group of nationalistic intellectuals in 1967. 124

In that year, Bao Yiming (包奕明), a Taiwan intellectual who had moved to Hong Kong via Columbia University, published under the pseudonym Bao Cuoshi (包錯石) a highly influential article in Pan Ku entitled “Study the Whole China — From Bandit Studies to National Studies研究全中國— 從匪情到國情.” Bao, who later became a leader in the Hong Kong Baodiao Movement, was initiating a dialogue with overseas Chinese students and those preparing to study abroad, arguing that they, along with warlords and compradors, had been three pillars of foreign domination of China. Corrupted by KMT propaganda and Western education demonizing Communist China, the overseas students should move from the biased perspective of “bandit studies” (匪情) to “national studies” (國情) to better understand China and Taiwan. His articles, authored singly and co-authored with various Hong Kong collaborators and published in Pan Ku and other Hong Kong magazines, created a huge storm in Chinese literary circles. 125

Particularly important is Bao Cuoshi’s article on “Overseas Chinese’s Divisions, Homecoming and Opposition to Independence海外中國人的分裂，回歸與反獨” (1967), co-signed by over ten Hong Kong intellectuals as representing their consensus. Bao et al. were addressing the alienation of the overseas Chinese under conditions of political division and spiritual exile. While the Chiang regime was dividing China politically, Taiwan independence would divide China ethnically, pitting Taiwanese against Mainlanders. The overseas Chinese must “come home” to the People’s Republic of China, since, despite authoritarian rule and collective regimentation, the Communist government was the first one in China’s history to fully mobilize the Chinese people, unleash their full potential, and make full use of China’s land resources. 126

These Pan Ku articles initiated the idea of “national studies” and the homecoming discourse, which were expanded on and given a concrete map for implementation by Guo Songfen and the Berkeley Baodiao Action Committee. 127 Two of Guo’s articles for the second issue of Zhanbao reflected similar consciousness, analytical methods, and philosophy of practice as those of Bao et al.’s essays. “Overthrow the Clique of Doctoral Compradors! 打倒博士買辦集團!” pointed out the “comprador” nature of the KMT government, both on the mainland and on Taiwan, which professed loyalty to the US government and acted as apologist for
American imperialism in East Asia. Those “slaves of foreigners” who studied in American institutions of higher learning were the most important national puppets bowing to the American empire, identifying with American interests, and serving invasive American culture. They were dedicated to the direct or indirect support of American colonization, and absolutely opposed to challenging the colonial conditions of the American military presence. American social science pretended to be objective, but in reality supported the American status quo. Overseas students blindly applying this social science to Taiwan were reinforcing American colonization of Taiwan’s culture and thought. 128

“Taiwan Independence Extremism and Big Nation Chauvinism” criticized the Taiwan Independence Movement. But Guo also admitted that the unification movement might bring big nation chauvinism, as independence advocates feared. Guo stated that his identification with the PRC was not based on the illusions of the “Big Nation,” but on the ideals of socialism. He expressed sympathy for those independence advocates whose families had suffered grievously during the February 28 Incident of 1947, when over 10,000 members of the Taiwanese elite were killed. But he argued that Taiwan independence was illusory, for in the end the political and cultural control of Taiwan by the American and Japanese imperialists would be inevitable. Guo’s view was more substantial and empathetic than Hong Kong’s homecoming discourse, which criticized Taiwan independence mercilessly and took an optimistic view of unification. 129

To know China through “national studies” and the acceptance of “homecoming” to the PRC would become the direction of the Baodiao Movement following the disappointing April 10 protests.

The KMT’s Last Stand to Dissuade the US from Turning Over the Islands to Japan

Was the charge of KMT incompetence and lack of action by the radical Baodiao activists justified? Undoubtedly Taipei’s paranoia about the student movement, its repressive measures and its lack of transparency in policy making and diplomatic negotiations seriously undermined its legitimacy. Its conduct of foreign relations was hampered by the growing weakness of its international position and fear of losing Japanese and American support for its membership in the UN. Prioritization of keeping Taiwan’s UN seat over defense of Diaoyutai rights kept the ROC government from pressing too hard and too openly on the Diaoyutai issue with Japan and the US. In any event, Japan consistently refused to conduct substantive conversations with Taiwan on the sovereignty issue despite an American initiative asking Japan to do so. 130

The ROC could also have moved with greater urgency and timeliness in its dealings with the US on the issue. Nonetheless, the ROC never compromised on its sovereignty claims to Diaoyutai, and it would be difficult to disagree with Chiang Kai-shek’s assessment in his April 7, 1971 diary entry that a military solution of the Diaoyutai problem as demanded by militant Baodiao activists was beyond Taiwan’s capability and might even seriously expose the island to the risk of a Communist invasion. 131

On March 15, 1971, Ambassador Chow Shu-kai presented a Note Verbale to the US State Department, reiterating Taiwan’s rights to Diaoyutai on the basis of history, geography, usage and law, and demanding that the US respect these rights and return the islands to the ROC before ending its occupation of Okinawa. 132

On April 2, Chiang Kai-shek, seeing the US as the key for resolving the sovereignty dispute, telegraphed Chow to negotiate with the US on
the Diaoyutai issue. On April 12, Ambassador Chow called on President Nixon and National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger for his farewell before he departed for Taipei to assume the post of Minister of Foreign Affairs. Chow asserted that while the Japanese “didn’t care how the Senkakus were administered,” “For the Chinese though, the issue of nationalism was deeply involved.” Not just Chinese students but also scientists, engineers and professionals had participated in the protests on April 10. If Taipei failed to defend Diaoyutai, then the overseas Chinese including the intellectuals would feel that they would have to “go to the other side,” i.e. Beijing.

Kissinger promised to look into the matter further. NSC staff member John D. Holdridge prepared a memorandum with his comments on Senkaku Islands for Kissinger to review on April 13. Holdridge’s memorandum stated that the US would return the Ryūkyū and Senkaku islands to Japan in 1972, but would take no position on the sovereignty of the Senkakus, leaving it for the contesting countries to settle. Kissinger wrote this comment by hand: “But that’s nonsense since it gives islands to Japan. How can we get a more neutral position?”

On June 4, 1971, James Shen, the new ROC ambassador to the US, pleaded for the last time in vain with Assistant Secretary of State Marshall Green for the US to not turn over Diaoyutai together with Okinawa but to treat it as a separate issue.

The April 12 meetings of Chow with Nixon and Kissinger and the June 4 meeting of Shen and Green illustrated that the ROC had belatedly recognized the serious implications of student activism for the political legitimacy of the KMT, and that Nixon and Kissinger had also been unaware of the gravity of the Diaoyutai issue or the US neutrality principle till the April 12 meeting. The outcome might have been different had the ROC pressed its case in a more formal and urgent manner and brought the issue to the attention of Nixon and Kissinger earlier.

The last hope for the ROC came on June 7, when Ambassador at Large David Kennedy was in Taiwan for negotiations on the textile trade. Kennedy recommended that Washington make a concession to Taipei to break the negotiation impasse, specifically to “withhold turning the Senkaku Islands over to Japanese administrative control under the Okinawa Reversion Treaty.” Kennedy argued that this would induce the ROC to come to an agreement, which in turn would strengthen America’s bargaining position vis-à-vis Hong Kong, South Korea and Japan, the last having engaged in protracted and difficult textile negotiations with the US since 1969. Unfortunately for Taiwan, on June 8 President Nixon agreed with Kissinger’s strong warning on the potentially serious damage to US-Japan relations, and ruled that “the deal has gone too far and too many commitments made to back off now.” On June 17, the US and Japan signed the Okinawa Reversion Treaty, but the US retained the neutrality doctrine, meaning that the return of administrative rights over the Senkakus to Japan would “in no way prejudice the underlying claims of the republic of China.”

Deepening Factional Divides among Baodiao Activists in the US

The April 10 demonstrations marked a turning point in the Baodiao movement, which split into three directions. A leftist faction identified with the PRC and sought national unification under Beijing. A rightist faction was composed of KMT loyalists strongly committed to anti-Communism, but with some members supporting reform in Taiwan. A middle faction focused on fighting for social justice in Taiwan.

Disillusionment with the ROC coupled with an
idealization of the Cultural Revolution as a progressive transformation led many Chinese in the US to turn to the PRC as sole legitimate government of China. This rosy picture of the Cultural Revolution provided the inspirational ideological foundation and the galvanizing guide to action for Baodiao leftists as they shifted in late 1971 from defense of Diaoyutai per se to working for national unification."\(^{139}\)

Why did so many Chinese students, professors and professionals in the US turn to the PRC and even endorse its Cultural Revolution, despite the fact that some were critical of its excesses and atrocities? As Baodiao participant Paul Shui (Shui Binghe 水秉和) explains, for the leftists, "Even though China remained poor, it had developed a selfless, egalitarian, rational new society that surpassed all other countries in the world ... They came to perceive Taiwan as a puppet of American imperialism ... China was on the road to achieve a utopia through its transformation by the Cultural Revolution.\(^{140}\) The PRC’s successful nuclear bomb tests and satellite launches and its defiance of the Americans and the Soviets fed the hopes of the overseas Chinese for a strong China. They were heavily influenced by the publications about China they found in their university libraries, including The Selected Works of Mao Zedong, People’s Pictorial, Red Flag, and Edgar Snow’s Red Star over China. Films such as Felix Greene’s documentaries on China and the song and dance epic The East is Red conveyed a positive and stirring picture of China. The thinking of some were also influenced by the intellectual trends of the American New Left, which opposed the American capitalist class oppression of minorities internally and exploitation of the Third World externally, as indicated by Washington’s support of the corrupt government of South Vietnam and its counter-insurgency to suppress people’s liberation movements. Finally, the American New Left idealized China and Cuba as Third World countries that found a self-reliant path to build a just society.\(^{141}\)

Students in the leftist faction now doubted the versions of history and understanding of political reality they were taught, and sought answers in library resources of US universities. During the months of May and June, 1971, many Baodiao committees engaged in the study of modern history, organized commemorations of the May 4th Movement, and conducted cultural activities such as the staging of progressive plays and the screenings of PRC films. They also made connections with the Sino-American Friendship Association.\(^{142}\)

Between May and September of 1971, many Baodiao action committees were reorganized as study societies for state affairs (guoshi yanjiushe 國是研究社). Between June and October of 1971, Baodiao leftists organized seven regional conferences on state affairs (國是會議), with a focus on problems and issues in Mainland China and Taiwan, and with the number of participants ranging from about fifty to over five hundred.\(^{143}\) The conference at Brown University from August 20 to August 22 was a clear indication of the continuing leftward lurch of many Baodiao activists. The agenda consisted of presentations on and discussions of social and political issues in Taiwan and the PRC.\(^{144}\) About 400 people attended, of whom no more than five were supporters of the KMT government. The conference ended by passing a resolution that the PRC government was the only legal government to represent China, with 118 yes votes, and a single no vote.\(^{145}\)

This series of regional conferences culminated in the US Conference on State Affairs (全美國是大會), called by various Baodiao action committees to further discuss and deepen the understanding of social and political conditions in the PRC and Taiwan.\(^{146}\) The conference took place in Ann Arbor from September 3 to 5, 1971. The emerging split between leftists and rightists, with moderates in the middle, became
irrevocable there. The organizers had invited all factions to participate, including Taiwan independence advocates and the Third Force (第三勢力) that identified with neither the KMT nor the CCP. James Shen, the ROC ambassador to the US, and Huang Hua (黄华), the PRC Ambassador to Canada, were also invited but did not attend.  

Whether the conference was truly open to different perspectives is a matter of some dispute. Rightists and moderates complained that leftists dominated the agenda and the proceedings. They were dismayed to encounter a highly charged atmosphere, which featured the flying of red flags, the singing of Communist anthems, the glorification of the PRC, and the severe criticism of those who embraced a middle way. Not a single supporter of the Taipei government was allowed to speak from the podium. The conference organizers, on the other hand, claimed that everyone who had requested a time slot in advance was accommodated. They countered that those who complained about not getting speaking time failed to contact the organizers before the conference, and only objected after the first day of the conference.

What is beyond dispute is that most KMT loyalists, about thirty in number, withdrew after the first day. Organizers claimed that they offered those few who stayed to elect a representative to make a presentation, even though they had not requested time in advance. But their offer was not accepted, and consequently, advocates of national unification, Taiwan independence and the Third Force all had opportunities to present their views, but no KMT representative spoke.

The set of resolutions that was passed at the Ann Arbor Conference reflected the platform of the leftist or unification faction:

1. Oppose international conspiracies advocating “Two Chinas” or “One China, One Taiwan.”
2. All foreign military presence must be evacuated from Chinese territory.
3. Taiwan is a part of China. The Taiwan question must be settled by the Chinese people (including the people on Taiwan) themselves.
4. Oppose any political party that sells out Chinese territorial sovereignty rights.
5. Recognize the People’s Republic of China as the only legal government of China.

KMT loyalists organized a protest opposing the entry of the PRC into the UN on September 21, 1971. Despite the inevitability of the outcome, this demonstration attracted over 6,000 people, including a large majority of Chinese immigrants and Chinese Americans and about 1,500 overseas students. A counter-demonstration by pro-PRC elements in contrast only drew just over 600 people, including members of the Black Panther Party and Puerto Rican activists, according to pro-KMT accounts. The leftists marched under the PRC flag and with large photos of Mao Zedong, a first in Chinese demonstrations in America. A clash between the two sides almost ensued but was prevented by police intervention.

After the Ann Arbor conference, the left wing of the Baodiao Movement shifted its focus entirely to the unification of China. With the loosening of American restrictions on travel to the PRC, a number of prominent Chinese scholars and delegations from the US visited China from the summer of 1971, and brought back rosy reports about the achievements of the PRC, which further fed the enthusiasm for imminent unification.

In October of 1971, the US Congress held hearings on the Okinawa Reversion Treaty. The Baodiao action committees of Delaware and Baltimore along with activists from other regions organized a small lobbying group. The Chinese witnesses demanded that Congress adopt a neutral position with respect to the
Diaoyutai sovereignty issue, or, better yet, omit Diaoyutai from the final treaty. On November 10, the treaty passed with 84 ayes and 6 nays. Diaoyutai would be transferred but the neutrality principle would be retained.\textsuperscript{155}

On October 25, the UN General Assembly voted to expel the ROC and to seat the PRC. On November 1, the PRC flag was raised in the UN Square for the first time. A meeting calling for Chinese unification was convened at Columbia University on December 24 and 25, 1971. Members of the \emph{Baodiao} Delegation Number Zero (a group of \emph{Baodiao} leftists who had visited the PRC and met with Zhou Enlai in late 1971) and others reported glowingly on developments in the PRC.\textsuperscript{156} The Action Committee for the Unification of China (中國統一行動委員會) was formed, with branches throughout the US. The \emph{Baodiao} action committees at Berkeley and UCLA issued a draft for the launching of the China Unification Movement, demanding that the US immediately cease its policy of supporting the Chiang Kai-shek clique, recognize the PRC as the only legal government of China, and cancel the US-ROC Mutual Defense Treaty. It also demanded that the Taipei regime admit the guilt of conniving with foreign imperialism to surrender sovereign rights and bring shame to the nation, and oppressing the people internally by ruling through the secret police and an anti-Communist policy that violated the people’s welfare. The declaration further demanded that the KMT government be dissolved within one year.\textsuperscript{157}

KMT loyalists responded by convening a conference in Washington DC from December 25 to December 28, 1971, which culminated in the formation of the Free Chinese Association of the United States or \emph{Aimeng} (literally “Anti-Communist and Patriotic Alliance of Chinese Students in the US” 全美中國同學反共愛國聯盟). The organization proposed political reforms in the ROC and supported opposition to the Communist United Front and to Taiwan independence.\textsuperscript{158}

On May 13, 1972, two days before the reversion of Okinawa, a final round of demonstrations took place, with left and right factions organizing separate rallies under different flags. About a thousand people marched in New York under the sponsorship of \emph{Aimeng} and the Chinese Chamber of Commerce. The leftists held a separate demonstration in Washington DC, with six to eight hundred people participating. In Los Angeles, around three hundred people protested.\textsuperscript{159}

After the reversion of Okinawa, except for a brief flare-up in Hong Kong in 1978 (discussed below), the \emph{Baodiao} Movement went into dormancy until 1990. The profound historical grievances that the Chinese have against Japan would, however, reanimate Diaoyutai protests again. In contrast, an effort to mobilize a Chinese protest in the US against South Vietnam’s seizure of some Spratly features in 1973 failed to muster much enthusiasm, given China’s lack of historical grievances against Vietnam.\textsuperscript{160}

\textbf{Aftermath of the \emph{Baodiao} Movement in the US}

The reluctance of the PRC to receive large numbers of Chinese returnees at that time, along with the blacklisting of \emph{Baodiao} leftists from Taiwan by the KMT government, precluded most of them from going to the mainland or returning to Taiwan. A very small number did move to the mainland in the 1970s. But most settled down in North America.\textsuperscript{161} About 100 leftists entered UN service as interpreters for the PRC.\textsuperscript{162}

The \emph{Baodiao} Movement planted the seeds of social service in many former participants.\textsuperscript{163} Many became involved in community and social work.\textsuperscript{164} Others
established stores selling mainland merchandise or bookstores featuring PRC publications. Faculty and students continued to hold cultural activities throughout the 1970s to promote a better understanding of Mainland China.\textsuperscript{165} Other former Baodiao activists who stayed in the US retained a commitment to service on the mainland, Taiwan and Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{166}

As for rightists or KMT loyalists from Taiwan in the Baodiao Movement, a significant percentage — perhaps one quarter—returned to Taiwan, with close to half working in academia, over one quarter in business and the professions, and under 15\% in politics.\textsuperscript{166} Shen Chun-shan (Shen Junshan 沈君山), a physics professor at Purdue University who was prevented from speaking at the Ann Arbor Conference by the leftists, returned to Taiwan and worked for the protection of human rights and moderating cross-strait tensions.\textsuperscript{168}

Lin Shiaw Shin (Lin Xiaoxin 林孝信), co-founder of the Kexue yuekan, was a leftist, but chose not to align with pro-unification leftists. Instead, the politically unaffiliated Lin dedicated himself to the democratization of Taiwan. He founded the Society in Support of the Democracy Movement in Taiwan (台灣民主運動支援會), which conducted forums and summer camps in the US, and contributed to various social causes in Taiwan, including environmental issues, political prisoners, rights for the indigenous peoples, and Taiwan nativist literature.\textsuperscript{169} Finally allowed to return to Taiwan in 1988, Lin devoted himself to social justice, community education and the Baodiao cause till his death in 2015.\textsuperscript{170}

**The Baodiao Movement in Taiwan, 1971-1972**

The Baodiao Movement raised the political consciousness of the Taiwan Chinese, first among graduate students, college faculty and professionals in the US in 1970, and then spreading to Taiwan college campuses in early 1971. Despite efforts by the KMT to control the news, students in Taiwan received Baodiao news and publications through mailing initiatives by the US Baodiao action committees.\textsuperscript{171} The campus environment became highly politicized. University students in Taiwan held discussion forums and protest marches at the US and Japanese embassies. National Taiwan University students spontaneously branched from Baodiao to embracing the causes of freedom and democracy and working for social justice in society at large outside the campus. The student movement triggered a backlash from the KMT, and ended with the investigation and arrests of involved faculty and students in February of 1973.

Overseas students from Hong Kong and elsewhere took the lead in taking up the Defend Diaoyutai cause and breaking the taboo confining student political activities to campus in Taiwan. Those overseas Chinese students coming from the discriminatory anti-Chinese environment of many Southeast Asian countries and South Korea often had a more deep-seated political consciousness of being Chinese than their Taiwan counterparts.\textsuperscript{172} Overseas Chinese students from Hong Kong and elsewhere lacked the political baggage of Taiwan students brought up under the White Terror. Accordingly, they came to constitute the vanguard of the Baodiao Movement in Taiwan.\textsuperscript{173}

The wave of Diaoyutai protests in Taiwan was triggered on April 12, 1971, when the Alumni Association of Tak Ming Middle School (香港德明校友會), a KMT-affiliated school in Hong Kong, put up a poster on the National Taiwan University campus, declaring that "Diaoyutai belongs to us, we resolutely oppose the unreasonable demand of Japan, the ridiculous decision of the US, we support the [ROC]
government forever!” Similar posters were mounted by the Society of Overseas Chinese Students at National Taiwan University (台大僑生社) and the Hong Kong-Macau Student Association (港澳同學會).

On April 13, the Union of Student Representatives (代聯會) and other Taiwan student organizations at National Taiwan University also put up posters declaring support of the government on Diaoyutai, opposition to the US favoring Japan, and warning Japan “not to repeat disastrous imperialist policies.” Particularly eye-catching and inspirational was a banner hung from the fourth floor of the Institute for Agricultural Promotion right at the campus entrance, with the giant characters, “Chinese territory may be conquered, but must not be surrendered! Chinese people may be slain, but will not bow their heads!” By invoking this May 4th proclamation (as Wang Hsiao-po and Wang Shun had done earlier in “Defend Diaoyutai”), student activists were legitimizing their actions by linking them to the patriotic May 4th Movement for self-protection, given the political sensitivity of student movements under martial law.174

This chain reaction of Hong Kong and other overseas students taking the lead in Diaoyutai protests followed by Taiwan students participating was repeated on several campuses, at National Taiwan Normal University on April 13 and April 14,175 and at National Chengchi University on April 14 and April 15.176

Overseas Chinese students organized the first off-campus protests on April 14 and April 15, breaking for the first time the taboo banning off-campus student political activities.177 On the morning of April 14, about two hundred overseas Chinese students from National Taiwan University marched to the Japanese Embassy to hand over a protest letter.178 In the late afternoon the same day, a group of twelve students from Chengchi University carried a protest letter signed by over 1,000 faculty members and students to the US and Japanese embassies.179 On the following day, over a thousand overseas Chinese and Taiwan students, drawn from National Taiwan University, National Taiwan Normal University and National Chengchi University marched to the US Embassy to turn in a protest letter to Ambassador Walter McConaughy.180 A protest march planned for April 16 by overseas Chinese and Hong Kong and Macau student organizations at Taiwan Normal was called off due to the intervention of an official from the Overseas Community Affairs Council (僑務委員會). But on April 17, students held a protest march around the campus, and initiated protest letters sent to the US and Japanese embassies that were signed in blood by about two thousand students.181

At a discussion forum held on the National Taiwan University campus in the evening of April 16, Wang Hsiao-po, now a lecturer in the Philosophy Department, declared that The Defend Diaoyutai Permanent Committee was established, receiving a thunderous applause and affirmation from the floor. Four days later, National Taiwan University’s Baodiao Committee held its first event, a discussion forum on the Diaoyutai problem featuring prominent academic and government speakers.182

On each day between April 15 and April 24 of 1971 (except for April 19 and April 23), students at different campuses all over Taiwan took turns holding forums on campus, protesting at the US and Japanese embassies, or petitioning the KMT Central Committee. In addition to those already mentioned, participating universities included Tamkang University, National Chung Hsing University, Tunghai University, and Maritime College.183

Most placards carried by protesters had mainstream slogans supporting the KMT
government. The overseas Chinese students, however, were often more radical and intense than their Taiwan comrades. Yau Lop Poon (邱立本), then a Hong Kong student at National Chengchi University and one of the chief protest organizers, boldly wrote on his placard the provocative question, “How much money did trading Diaoyutai earn?” Zhang Enpu (張恩浦), Yau’s fellow student at National Chengchi University who was from Korea, threatened to self-immolate by fire if the university president suppressed the Baodiao Movement on campus.184

The climax of the Taiwan Baodiao Movement came on June 17, 1971, the date of the signing of the Okinawa Reversion Treaty by the US and Japan. Two days earlier, the National Taiwan University Baodiao Committee had met and decided on a protest on June 16, and had requested assistance from the university administration. The administration tried unsuccessfully to dissuade the students, and sought instructions from the government. Approval was finally given, but subject to four conditions: the number of demonstrators should be as few as possible; the planned program should be as simple as possible; the route of the march should be as short as possible; the time should be as brief as possible. To give sufficient time for preparation, the date of the protest was postponed to June 17.185

The June 17 demonstration was a milestone: this was the first time during martial law that the KMT government gave approval to students to hold a protest outside of campus (Figs. 8 and 9).186 Wang Hsiao-po was charged with drafting the protest letters to the US Embassy and the Japanese Embassy as well as a statement to Chinese compatriots.187 The statement emoted: “Imperialist aggression on China over the last one hundred and thirty years had made us want to cry but we had no tears left. We know this is not the time for crying. We must fight back our tears, defeat all aggressors, recover the mainland, and renovate our country. Only then will it be time for us to cry, offering a sacrifice at the tomb of the Yellow Emperor.”188

National Taiwan University students holding a Baodiao protest march in Taipei, June 17, 1971.

Due to political pressure from above and logistical problems leading to several changes in meeting place and time and considerable confusion, only about a thousand students took part in the demonstration on June 17.189 The
protest at the Japanese and American embassies was orderly if highly emotional. Demonstrators shouted slogans, including “Diaoyutai belongs to us!”, “Oppose the conspiracy of the US and Japan!”, and “Japanese devils get out!” Ma Ying-jeou, ROC President from 2008 to 2016, then a law student at National Taiwan University, marched at the front of the protesters.\(^{190}\)

Just as participation in the *Baodiao* Movement in the US raised the political and social consciousness of many overseas students, similarly in Taiwan, the movement there encouraged intellectuals and college students to question the ROC’s political and cultural environment.\(^{191}\)

From October of 1972, Chen Guuying (陳鼓應) and three other National Taiwan University (NTU) professors initiated a movement for political liberation and freedom of expression, while Wang Hsiao-po and two colleagues called on students to leave their ivory tower and assume responsibility for society. Students responded enthusiastically, founding the NTU Society for Social Service. This “march into society” spread from NTU to other university campuses on Taiwan.\(^{192}\)

At a discussion forum on nationalism at National Taiwan University on December 4, 1972, there was heated debate between students who called for defending Diaoyutai and unification and those who opposed defending Diaoyutai and called for Taiwan independence.\(^{193}\) Wang Hsiao-po and Chen Guuying took a strong position against both separatism and great nation chauvinism, a stand similar to one taken by Guo Songfen in his essay for *Zhanbao*. They came under the suspicion of KMT security agencies, which accused them of supporting the Communists’ “united front conspiracy.”\(^{194}\) In February of 1973, Chen and Wang were arrested along with two student activists and interrogated. Upon their release, they were dismissed by the university. A total of thirteen faculty members of the Philosophy Department were fired over the next three years.\(^{195}\) This dealt a serious blow to liberalism in Taiwan and represented the end of the *Baodiao* Movement in Taiwan until its revival in 1990.

However, the energy of youth who had been involved in the *Baodiao* Movement had already been re-directed to the democracy movement and social service. The protesters could not accomplish the goal of defending Diaoyutai. But, as *Baodiao* participant and historian Yu-ming Shaw (邵玉銘) put it, the Taiwan movement “unlocked a closed gate, from which a tidal wave surged, demanding caring for society and reforming politics.” Students moved beyond shouting slogans and passionate protests. They took an active interest in concrete action to address social problems and political instabilities. They organized a social service corps and a boycott of Japanese goods. There was an awakening of national consciousness among Taiwan youth, even stimulating the revival of Taiwan native soil literature (鄉土文學).\(^{196}\)

**The *Baodiao* Movement in Hong Kong, 1971-1978**

Similar to Taiwan, the *Baodiao* Movement in Hong Kong, then a British colony, was inspired by the *Baodiao* Movement in the US. Between February of 1971 and May of 1972, there were about 30 public demonstrations and marches in Hong Kong, six of which involved 1,000 participants or more.\(^{197}\) The *Baodiao* movements in the US, Taiwan and Hong Kong all raised issues of national and cultural identity. In all three locales, the influence of the KMT had a long history and strong presence, particularly in Taiwan where the KMT was the authoritarian ruling party. In all three locales *Baodiao* activists were also influenced by leftist thought and the rising
profile of the People’s Republic of China. However, unlike the US and Taiwan in the 1960s and early 1970s, Hong Kong experienced Communist China’s strong presence and direct influence.

Moreover, unlike North America and Taiwan, the Baodiao Movement in Hong Kong was initiated not by university student groups but by politically concerned youth outside of academe. Factionalism and lack of coordination characterized the movement in Hong Kong from the very beginning. Three distinct groups, each representing a different ideological orientation and often going their separate ways, organized activities for the defense of Diaoyutai. The first group was composed of Pro-PRC nationalists. The core of the second group was constituted by editors of The 70’s Biweekly. Student activists made up the third group.198

The first demonstration on February 18, 1971, was called by the Hong Kong Defend Diaoyutai Action Committee (香港保衛釣魚台行動委員會; abbreviated hereafter as HK Baodiao Action Committee). The core was composed of pro-PRC nationalists, who were sometimes called spontaneous Maoists as they were unaffiliated with the traditional Communists in Hong Kong. Earlier on January 26, a group of magazine editors, along with other intellectuals and a few workers and students met to exchange views and to establish a liaison committee, to connect with Baodiao organizations in the US and with Hong Kong student publications. The action committee was formally established on February 14, and engaged in publicity and mobilization immediately. On February 18, about forty demonstrators first gathered at the outer wharf and then walked to the Japanese Consulate, where four representatives presented a letter of protest (Fig. 10).199

The Hong Kong Defend Diaoyutai Action Committee holding the first Baodiao demonstration in Hong Kong, and displaying slogans such as “Chinese unite to protect national territory” and “Smash Japan’s conspiracy of encroachment.”

The single most important figure in the HK Baodiao Action Committee was Bao Cuoshi, author of the “Homecoming” article that began the “Homecoming” discourse in Hong Kong and beyond (discussed above). The group adopted Marxism-Mao Zedong Thought as its ideology. As Bao had argued earlier, Chinese socialism should be embraced for its success in national reconstruction and historical progress, and “homecoming” to Mainland China was the only option for the overseas Chinese.200 The committee would mobilize the masses to expose America’s and Japan’s imperialistic encroachments on Chinese territory and resources to arouse mass patriotism through the Baodiao campaign. Its founders declared that it was open to all social strata and all ideologies, and that it would make heavy use of informational leaflets to promote rational understanding rather than emotional reactions.201

The second protest on February 20, 1971, was organized by The 70’s Biweekly (Qishi niandai shuangzhoukan 七十年代雙週刊) group. This periodical had started publication in 1970. The
editors, including anarchists Mo Chiu-yu (Mo Zhaoru 莫昭如) and Ng Chung-yin (Wu Zhongxian 吳仲賢), were influenced by various strands of progressive or radical thought and shared a commitment to a struggle against colonialism and capitalism. If pro-PRC activists were nationalists, The 70’s Biweekly group were internationalists opposing colonialism, imperialism, and militarism globally. Having witnessed floating corpses down the Pearl River and hordes of refugees, they were highly skeptical of Chinese socialism which they perceived as corrupted by bureaucratism, and were put off by the extremism of the Red Guards.

The 70’s Biweekly may be considered the Hong Kong counterpart of Zhanbao for its radical internationalist perspective (though there are important differences in their perspectives, particularly their divergent views of the PRC). The first issue of The 70’s Biweekly, published on January 1 of 1970, featured the theme of “Overthrow Enslavement Education” as provided by the colonial government (打到奴化教育) (Fig. 11). Just as the Baodiao Movement in the US had aroused Taiwan youth against KMT authoritarianism, the Defend Diaoyutai cause presented The 70’s Biweekly editors with an opportunity to challenge British colonialism, and to liberate and awaken Hong Kong youth politically and socially through their publication and their social activism. Though as anarchists the editors were opposed to nationalism, they recognized that patriotic appeals could attract the masses, and that the movement could then be elevated to embrace international human rights. Hence their slogan: “Defend national territory; fight for human rights” (保國土，爭人權).

Cover of an issue of The 70’s Biweekly, showing a picture of a child urinating on the British flag.

The February 1, 1971 issue of The 70’s Biweekly provided the publicity for the February 20 demonstration. About 30 people demonstrated at the Japanese Cultural Centre (日本文化館), where eventually over 200 people gathered. The group then marched to the Japanese Consulate, but was dispersed by the police after 10 minutes.

The February 20 protest was the first of a series of protests organized by The 70’s Biweekly group, with subsequent demonstrations taking place on April 10, May 4, May 16, and June 13. On April 10, over a thousand protesters and bystanders gathered in front of the Japanese Cultural Centre. But hundreds of police were already waiting. Police gave only a couple of warnings before arresting
protesters and beating them. The crowd was dispersed in ten minutes, and twenty-one protesters were arrested.\textsuperscript{207} The protest was brief but generated considerable interest and support for the \textit{Baodiao} Movement. Since seven college students were among those arrested, students distributed 20,000 copies of a special edition on the demonstration charging police with brutality.\textsuperscript{208}

While individual students had participated in the first \textit{Baodiao} protests, student groups did not become involved until April 16, 1971, when The Hong Kong Federation of Students (香港學生聯會) or HKFS organized the first campus protests at Chung Chi College and the University of Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{209} The Hong Kong College Students’ Joint Diaoyutai Research and Action Committee (香港專上學生聯合釣魚台研究及行動委員會, abbreviated hereafter as HK College Students’ Action Committee) was formed and organized its first protest on April 17, limiting participants to student federation members. 700 students participated on two campuses.\textsuperscript{210} On the following day, the HK \textit{Baodiao} Action Committee and the HK College Students’ Action Committee co-sponsored a discussion forum on “The Diaoyutai Affair and the Revival of Japanese Militarism” at United College. Over five hundred people, the majority of whom were workers and working youths, participated.\textsuperscript{211} However, the HK College Students’ Action Committee would not hold an off-campus event until the July 7 demonstration later this year. The students were motivated by nationalism and patriotism, but their collective action lagged behind the pro-PRC nationalists and \textit{The 70’s Biweekly} group. They also lacked a clear ideological position collectively.

\textit{The 70’s Biweekly} group selected the seminal date of May 4\textsuperscript{th} for its next \textit{Baodiao} protest. Issue number 20 of the biweekly was focused on mobilizing Hong Kong youth for this event, following multiple refusals of the Hong Kong police to give permission for a peaceful demonstration to take place. In the proclamation text, the organizers emphasized that the demonstration at Queen’s Pier had two goals, first to develop the patriotic spirit of May 4\textsuperscript{th} and to reaffirm the determination of the Chinese youth of Hong Kong to pledge their lives to defend Diaoyutai, and second to reaffirm the basic right to engage in peaceful protests. They called on the people of Hong Kong to join together regardless of political persuasion to oppose the revival of Japanese militarism and Japanese scheming to encroach on Chinese territory, and also to oppose American support for the revival of Japanese militarism.\textsuperscript{212}

Over 300 people participated in the May 4 demonstration, which, however, failed to attract support from Hong Kong university organizations. Twelve people were arrested, while the rest of the protesters demonstrated in front of the US Consulate (Fig. 12).\textsuperscript{213}

Demonstration mobilized by \textit{The 70’s Biweekly} group at the American Consulate, with placards displaying slogans such as “Oppose the US shielding Japan” and “Protect Diaoyutai,” May 4, 1971.

On the 46\textsuperscript{th} anniversary of the May 30\textsuperscript{th} Movement, during which anti-imperialist protests erupted throughout China in 1925, the HK \textit{Baodiao} Action Committee organized the first rural \textit{Baodiao} protest outside of urban districts. Well over two hundred people held a
meeting commemorating the May 30th Movement and supporting the Baodiao movement at the Anti-Japanese Resistance Martyrs Monument in the New Territories.\(^{214}\)

Initially the Hong Kong public was not sympathetic to the Baodiao protests, as the colony still had vivid memories of the violent 1967 leftist riots in Hong Kong inspired by the Cultural Revolution, and the media portrayed the protesters’ actions as irrational and groundless. However, the movement gained support as demonstrators in peaceful protests were often arrested and beaten by the police. Public opinion swung against the police and in favor of the activists particularly after the demonstration at Victoria Park on July 7, 1971, the 34\(^{th}\) anniversary of the Marco Polo Bridge Incident.\(^{215}\)

In early June, the HK Baodiao Action Committee had decided to hold a protest on July 7, and approached the Hong Kong Federation of Students (HKFS) and other groups. As HKFS was conducting a camp to discuss the Diaoyutai problem and was unable to decide at the time, the HK Baodiao Action Committee went ahead on June 16 with an application to the police to hold a peaceful protest at Victoria Park on July 7. HKFS followed with an identical application on June 23. Both applications were approved by the police in principle, subject to a further application to the Urban Council (市政局).\(^{216}\)

On June 26, the HK Baodiao Action Committee and HKFS held a joint meeting, agreeing that there were no major differences over principles, and that they would provide mutual support to each other’s mobilizational efforts and coordinate action at the protest. Accordingly, the HK Baodiao Action Committee helped the HKFS with the distribution of its flyers and the mounting of its posters.\(^{217}\) Some Hong Kong students who had participated in the US protests returned to Hong Kong for the summer, and formed a contingent in the Baodiao Movement.\(^{218}\)

The July 7 demonstration attracted up to 3,000 protesters and spectators. By 3 p.m., large numbers of police, police cars and ambulance vehicles were patrolling inside Victoria Park and at the entrance gates, and the belongings of people entering were inspected. The HK Baodiao Action Committee and HKFS activists managed to smuggle in banners, placards, flyers, backpacks, armbands and other paraphernalia inside the park.\(^{219}\) The police, however, continued to harass the gathering crowd and made arbitrary arrests. Minutes before the scheduled time of the protest of 7 p.m., the police arrested at least six young people.\(^{220}\)

At 7 p.m. sharp, several students appeared holding the portrait of Sun Yat-sen (Fig. 13), and banners of the HK Baodiao Action Committee and the HKFS were raised high, displaying such slogans as “Defend Diaoyutai,” “Oppose American and Japanese Aggression,” and “Big Protest on July 7.”\(^{221}\) As a symbol to unite a politically diverse movement, the portrait of Sun Yat-sen was prominently displayed during the demonstration, since Sun was the one political leader who was equally revered by the KMT and the CCP. The demonstrators made no use of the PRC flag despite the prominent role played by pro-Beijing nationalists in the protest.\(^{222}\)
Two demonstrators holding up a portrait of Sun Yat-sen at the July 7, 1971 rally in Victoria Park.

Protesters who had already entered the park then converged at the grass in front of the music pavilion, repeatedly singing “The Diaoyutai Fighting Song,” and shouting slogans including “Defend Diaoyutai,” “Down with Japanese Militarism,” “Oppose American-Japanese Collusion,” “Smash Taiwan Independence,” and “Oppose the Two Chinas Conspiracy” (Fig. 14). Chen Yikan (陳以衎), student president of Chung-chi College and emcee for the demonstration, started to read the protest proclamation, but the police interrupted after a few sentences and arrested Chen along with two other student leaders.223

Slogans displayed at the July 7, 1971 Baodiao protest in Victoria Park include “Smash the US-Japan conspiratorial collusion,” “Down with American imperialism, down with Japanese militarism, down with British imperialism,” and “Come on, aggressors! Our knives have been sharpened!”

As demonstrators continued to shout slogans and sing fighting songs, Superintendent H. N. Whitley rushed into the crowd and hit protesters with his baton. Chinese policemen joined in, beating demonstrators and dispersing the crowd.224

The demonstrators regrouped several times, at one point reenergized by the reading of a telegram of support from the Baodiao action committees of various US universities. The police continued their bloody crackdown, forming columns to attack and to push back the crowd. Finally, an anti-riot squad was called in.225 The HK Baodiao Action Committee and HKFS organizers called the protest to a close at around 8:20 p.m.226

Twenty-one people were arrested while dozens were seriously injured by police beatings with batons. Eight student publications put out a joint extra issue publicizing police brutality the following day, 70,000 copies of which were distributed in the streets.227 Among those badly injured were two journalists. Media coverage was highly critical of the police’s use of excessive force. This resulted in heightened public interest and awareness of the Baodiao cause.228

HKFS sent three representatives to turn in a letter protesting the police’s bloody handling of the demonstration to the governor’s office on July 9. The next day, HKFS organized a Defend Diaoyutai forum at the University of Hong Kong, with about a thousand college students in attendance. Students held a fast targeting the American and Japanese aggressors, condemned police suppression, and demanded the punishment of the officer in charge, Superintendent H. N. Whitley. On July 13, the HK Baodiao Action Committee, along with most of the victims injured by police violence, held a public forum denouncing the police of brutality.229

The demonstration also attracted the attention of the overseas Baodiao Movement: Chinese student associations and Baodiao action committees of several US campuses sent a joint letter dated July 12 to the Hong Kong
government, demanding that it “Respect human rights, cancel the illegal assembly law and guarantee no further suppression of any future patriotic movement.” The letter also demanded that the Hong Kong government make a public apology, drop all charges against those arrested, and pay compensation to those injured. In response to negative public reaction, the Hong Kong government relaxed regulations on applications to hold public demonstrations and grant permits.

The first phase of the Baodiao Movement in Hong Kong came to an end with the last protest at the Japanese Consulate on May 13, on the eve of the turning over of Okinawa by the US to Japan. Despite political differences between the pro-Beijing HK Baodiao Action Committee and the Defend Diaoyutai United Front (保衛釣魚台聯合陣線) with 70’s Biweekly as core, these two organizations came together to cooperate on a protest at Victoria Park with police permit. The demonstrators proceeded from Victoria Park to Edinburgh Square to link with an “illegal” protest organized by the Student Federation. The march concluded without incident at a protest in front of the Japanese Consulate.

As in the case of leftist Taiwan and Hong Kong students in the US, Hong Kong’s activist youth yearned for a better understanding of the PRC, and were attracted to leftist ideologies. After the Baodiao Movement of 1971-72, politically active youth in Hong Kong were engaged in the “Identify with China, Care about Hong Kong Society” (認祖關社) Movement.

Although the 1971-72 Baodiao Movement in Hong Kong failed to achieve its initial goal of stopping the transfer of US control over the Diaoyutai islands to Japan and was plagued by internal divisions, it did raise the political consciousness of students and youth in Hong Kong, and served as a precursor of the student movement and the social movement of the 1970s and the democracy movement of the 1980s in Hong Kong. As a campaign that represented a nationalistic cause with a strong popular base of support, the movement also increased public awareness and set an example for future public protests and expression of political views that continued to put pressure on the governments of China and Taiwan not to compromise on the territorial dispute.

During the negotiations of the Sino-Japanese Treaty of Peace and Friendship in 1978, a mysterious flotilla of Mainland Chinese fishing trawlers displaying banners declaring Chinese sovereignty entered the Diaoyutai waters (analyzed below). This incident prompted the Baodiao Movement in Hong Kong to flare up again briefly. One new political group during the 1970s, the Trotskyist Revolutionary Marxist League (革命馬克思主義同盟), or Gemameng (革馬盟) for short, played an important role. The League was co-founded by Ng Chung-yin after he left the editorial board of The 70’s Biweekly and became a Trotskyite. Its weekly publication Zhanxun (戰訊), similar to The 70’s Biweekly earlier, adopted nationalistic rhetoric for internationalist goals, and promoted the 1978 Baodiao campaign as contributing to raising the anti-colonial consciousness of Hong Kong people. However, the planned demonstrations were aborted after the withdrawal of the trawlers. In any event the political and social movements of Hong Kong youth had taken new directions after 1972. The Baodiao Movement in Hong Kong entered a lull until the 1990s.

Despite the failure of the Baodiao Movement in the US, Taiwan and Hong Kong to achieve its objective of preventing the handover of Diaoyutai by the US to Japan, it succeeded in establishing the Diaoyutai issue firmly in the historical memory of the Chinese people. The flames of the movement would flicker but werenever extinguished. Since the 1990s, the Baodiao cause would be periodically revived and sustained by people’s diplomacy in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the overseas Chinese community. Some Baodiao activists of the 1970s would renew their Baodiao activism in
the 1990s and beyond.

The People’s Republic of China gained greater support and legitimacy from the overseas Chinese in part as a consequence of the mishandling of the territorial sovereignty issue by the governments on Taiwan. How did Beijing handle this problem? If the ROC government became the object of heavy criticism for not defending Diaoyutai and many overseas Chinese turned to the PRC to champion the Baodiao cause, did Beijing live up to this expectation?

The Senkaku/Diaoyu Issue and Sino-Japanese Relations, 1972-1978: Reaching the Shelving Consensus

News of the discovery of possible oil reserves in the East China Sea and Japan’s claims on the islands had attracted the attention of the Beijing leadership in 1969. While the PRC first declared sovereignty over the disputed islands as early as December 3, 1970, beating the ROC by over two months, its response to the June 17, 1971 signing of the Okinawa Reversion Treaty came over six months after the ROC’s. Just as the KMT was more concerned about keeping its UN seat than protecting Diaoyutai, the CCP had higher priorities than the territorial dispute. Zhou Enlai told a delegation of overseas Chinese from the US in November of 1972 that the PRC’s consistent policy was to prioritize establishment of diplomatic relations with Japan over sovereignty issues: once each side developed a better understanding of the other following normalization of relations and signing of a peace treaty, then problems would be much easier to solve.

In the 1970s, the primary concern of the PRC, the US and Japan was the Soviet Union. This paved the way for Ping Pong diplomacy and Sino-American rapprochement, as well as normalization of relations between Japan and China. The PRC accordingly made a number of concessions to Japan during the negotiations for normalization, including not demanding reparations and the tabling of the island dispute. In later years, some of the leftist radicals in the US, Taiwan and Hong Kong who had been highly enthusiastic supporters of the PRC would express their discontent with what they perceived as Beijing’s inaction. Despite heavy criticism for failure to act, the KMT government in fact made a sustained effort to sponsor research and engaged in unpublicized diplomacy to further the ROC’s claim to Diaoyutai, as we have seen. In contrast, with the exception of the 1978 trawler flotilla incident (discussed below), the PRC did little more than issuing a few terse public statements in the 1970s. Nonetheless, the PRC had assumed the mantle of leadership in the Baodiao cause, a role that could go into hibernation but could never be rejected or negated. As China grew stronger economically and militarily from the 1990s, the Communist government would become more active in its conduct of foreign policy in the East China Sea.

Up until 2010, while insisting on China’s legitimacy to ownership of these islands, the Chinese government had usually subordinated nationalistic claims to pragmatic economic and political considerations in flare-ups of the dispute over the sovereignty of the Senkaku-Diaoyu islands. Despite initially accusing Japan of “remilitarization” and vowing that “no scheme to occupy and annex China’s territory will ever succeed” in the wake of the reversion of Okinawa (including the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands) in May 1972, China agreed to normalize relations in September of that year and to bypass the sovereignty issue for the time being. On September 29, 1972, the Joint Communiqué was signed, thus establishing diplomatic relations between Japan and the PRC, and leading to Japan’s severing of diplomatic relations with Taiwan.
If the Chinese government was not anxious to discuss the territorial dispute so as not to derail Sino-Japanese negotiations over normalization, the signing of a peace treaty, and the formation of an alliance against Soviet hegemonism, the Japanese government did not wish to arouse Soviet antagonism and become embroiled in conflicts between China and the USSR. One sticking point in the protracted negotiations over a Treaty of Peace and Friendship between China and Japan following the signing of the Joint Communiqué was Chinese insistence on an anti-hegemony clause. In addition, however, some right-wing Japanese politicians (including Abe Shintaro, the father of current Prime Minister Abe Shinzō) and political organizations pressed for a resolution of the territorial dispute and China’s recognition of Japan’s sovereignty over the Senkaku Islands. Their thinking was that China, desperate to secure Japan’s support for an anti-hegemony clause in the Treaty of Peace and Friendship, would compromise. This miscalculation almost derailed the talks.248

On April 12, 1978, over 100 Chinese fishing trawlers tried to penetrate the 12 nautical miles territorial sea of the islands, 30 succeeding. They flew Chinese national flags, were equipped with machine guns, and displayed banners declaring that the Diaoyu islands belonged to China. They refused to budge even when confronted by the patrol boats of the Maritime Safety Agency of Japan. Chinese Vice-Premier Di Biao (狄飙) assured a visiting Japanese parliamentary delegation on April 15 that this encounter was not intentional but accidental, and promised a further investigation. The flotilla withdrew the next day.

This mysterious episode has not been definitively decoded. However, it is certain that Di Biao’s explanation that the fishing boats entered the vicinity of Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands by mistake is implausible, and that it was an official mission, and that assertion of sovereignty over the Diaoyu Islands was a tactic and not the goal, probably for the purpose of speeding up the negotiation.249

Regardless, the Fukuda administration chose not to undertake any military counter-moves and to continue with treaty negotiations.250 In the end, both sides compromised and the Treaty of Peace and Friendship, which contained a toned-down anti-hegemony clause and omitted any mention of the Senkaku/Diaoyu issue, was signed on August 12, 1978.251

The first mention of an agreement between China and Japan to shelve the Senkaku/Diaoyu issue came at a press conference during Deng Xiaoping’s official visit to Japan in October 1978, when he stated that both countries agreed to set aside the contentious issue during negotiations over normalization in 1972 and over a peace treaty in 1978.252

China and Japan also tacitly agreed to refrain from certain actions that could break the shelving arrangement. The Chinese government would not dispatch government vessels and fishing boats to the vicinity of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and would prevent Chinese citizens from landing on them, while Japanese government officials would not land on the islands, and would not allow the region to be developed.253

Shelving the dispute involved a tacit agreement which the Japanese government never openly acknowledged. Instead it adopted the legalistic interpretation that since the official Japanese position was that no dispute over the islands existed, agreeing not to raise the issue did not amount to shelving the dispute. An ominous sign of future troubles in the arrangement came in August of 1978, when members of Seirankai (Blue Storm Group青嵐会), an ultranationalist Japanese organization, erected a makeshift lighthouse on the main island of Uotsuri.254
This did not create a serious problem at the time. However, a similar incident in 1990, when another right-wing group, Nihon Seinensha (Japan Youth Federation 日本青年社), repaired this lighthouse on Uotsuri and received approval of official status from the Japanese Maritime Safety Agency. This triggered protests from the ROC and PRC governments, as well as a new wave of Baodiao activism in Taiwan and Hong Kong. Between 1990 and 2010, a series of flare-ups would recur over the islands as a consequence of people’s diplomacy by non-state actors in Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and since 2003 also the PRC. Nonetheless, these recurrent crises were managed within the framework of the tacit shelving agreement between China and Japan. All this would change with the 2010 trawler incident, during which the Japanese government publicly denied that such a shelving agreement existed.

Appendix I. Chronology of Events in the Senkaku/Diaoyu Territorial Dispute and the Defend Diaoyu (Baodiao) Movement, 1961-1978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Nihon Hirushi of Tokyo University of Fisheries and Kenneth O. Emery of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute publish paper on “Sediment of Shallow Portions of East China Sea and South China Sea.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October- November, 1968</td>
<td>An UNESCO team of geologists from the US, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan and including Emery and Nihon conducts a survey of the East China Sea and the Yellow Sea. Its report, published in May of 1969, concludes that there is a high probability of huge oil reserves in the continental shelf between Taiwan and Japan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1969</td>
<td>Following reports of the presence of Taiwanese boats in the Senkaku waters, the Ryukyu government sends a team to the islands to erect trilingual signs marking them as under the jurisdiction of Ishigaki City.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 17, 1969</td>
<td>The ROC government declares its right to exercise sovereignty over the seabed and ocean floor beyond its territorial waters, on the basis of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 21, 1969</td>
<td>President Richard Nixon and Prime Minister Sato Eisaku agree on the return of administrative rights over Okinawa to Japan in 1972.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1970</td>
<td>The ROC government designates the continental shelf of the maritime region north of Taiwan as a petroleum reserve area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 18, 1970</td>
<td>Japan declares Taiwan’s designation of an oil development area on the continental shelf as unilateral and invalid under international law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 21, 1970</td>
<td>The ROC Legislature ratifies the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, making the ROC the 42nd country to do so. The next day the ROC’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs rejects Japan’s July 18 objection to Taiwan’s designation of an oil development area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
August 31, 1970  The Okinawa Legislature issues declaration requesting US and Japanese intervention to stop Taiwan from encroaching on Japanese sovereignty over the Senkaku Islands. This constitutes the first official Okinawan document to lay out the case for Japanese ownership.

September 2, 1970  Four Chinese flying journalists land on Diaoyutai Island, planting an ROC flag and inscribing “Long Live President Chiang Kai-shek” and “Long Live the People of China” on a high rock. Later reports that the Japanese have taken down and torn up the ROC flag inflame public opinion in Taiwan.

September 3, 1970  The ROC government grants a consortium of Western oil companies the right of cooperative exploration and development in a maritime region including the vicinity of the Diaoyutai Islands.

September 16, 1970  Japanese Foreign Minister Shintaro Ishihara states to the Diet’s Foreign Affairs Committee that the Senkaku Islands clearly belong to Okinawa, an assertion that he repeats 9 days later to United Press International.

US State Department spokesman Robert McComiskey states at a press conference that any conflict over the Senkaku/Diaoyutai Islands is a matter for the parties concerned to settle, the first American statement of neutrality on the sovereignty issue.

September 16, 1970  Taiwan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs conduct unpublicized meetings with American and Japanese diplomats to assert the ROC’s ownership of Diaoyutai Islands.

November 1970  Japan, South Korea and Taiwan agree on creating a liaison committee to discuss cooperation on developing the continental shelf in the first (and last) meeting of which takes place in Tokyo on December 21, 1970.

Wang Hsi-chao-po and Wang Shun, graduate students at National Taiwan University, publish “Defend Diaoyutai!” in Zhonghua zazhi. This essay later becomes the clarion call to Chinese students launching the Defend Diaoyutai Movement in the US.

November 21, 1970  Seven Chinese graduate students meet in the home of James Lee in Princeton to discuss “Defend Diaoyutai!” and the Diaoyutai issue. They decide on mobilizing a student movement across US campuses to defend Diaoyutai.

December 3, 1970  Responding to the November announcement of the creation of a Japan/Korea ROC Liaison Committee, a Beijing radio broadcast marks the PRC’s first open declaration of sovereignty over the Diaoyutai Islands.

December 1970-early 1971  Chinese students from Taiwan and Hong Kong form Boudoir (Defend Diaoyutai) action committees on many US campuses. These committees collectively decide to hold demonstrations across the US on January 30, 1971.

January 29, 1971  The Berkeley Boudoir Action Committee mobilizes a demonstration of about five hundred protesters in San Francisco. They march to the consulate of the ROC and Japan, at the radical Berkeley platform targets both militarist Japan and imperialist Taiwan. The diverse constituency includes overseas Chinese students from nine Bay Area campuses as well as Chinese Americans and participants from Asian American activist organizations.

Group of KMT and ROC officials decide on controlling the Boudoir Movement by using KMT infiltrists in the US to undermine it and to steer it from actions that may impact the ROC government negatively.

January 30, 1971  Demonstrations are held in New York, Washington DC, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle and Honolulu. Except for the Seattle protesters who also march to the ROC consulate, the demonstrators target only the local Japanese consulate, seeking to unify the movement under the banner of nationalism.

Mid January to mid-March, 1971  Education ministry official Yao Shun and KMT Central Committee official Zeng Guangshun are sent to the US to “advise and guide” the Taiwan students. The mission falls as Yao lacks proper briefing and preparation to satisfactorily address pointed questions by students at discussion forums.

February 14, 1971  A group of periodical editors, intellectuals, workers and students formally establish the Hong Kong Defend Diaoyutai Action Committee.

February 18, 1971  The Hong Kong Defend Diaoyutai Action Committee mobilizes the first Boudoir demonstration in Hong Kong. About forty demonstrators participate, presenting a letter of protest to the Japanese Consulate.

February 20, 1971  The staff of the radical Hong Kong magazine The 70’s actively organizes a demonstration with over 200 protesters and spectators.
February 23, 1971  The ROC openly asserts territorial claims to the Diaoyutai Islands for the first time under public pressure.

March 12, 1971  The Berkeley Student Committee sends an open letter co-signed by 68 Student Action Committees to Chiang Kai-shek, subjecting the ROC government to ten demands, including a declaration to the world and concerned governments by March 20 that Diaoyutai was inalienable Chinese territory and sending troops to occupy the islands.

March 15, 1971  ROC Ambassador Chow Shu-kai presents a Note Verbale to the US State Department, reiterating Taiwan’s rights to Diaoyutai and demanding that the US return the islands to the ROC before ending its occupation of Okinawa.

March 16, 1971  S23 eminent Chinese scholars in the US send an open letter to Chiang Kai-shek, demanding defense of sovereignty over the Diaoyutai Islands and refusal to engage in joint development of oil resources before the settlement of the sovereignty issue.

April 1971  Local Student Action Committees in the US agree to hold a second series of demonstrations on April 10, 1971, their position on the ROC having hardened considerably due to its lack of visible action. The Berkeley Student Action Committee again holds a protest in San Francisco one day earlier on April 9. The largest demonstration is in Washington, DC on April 10, with over 2,000 protesters marching to the US Department of State, the ROC Embassy and the Japanese Embassy.

April 10, 1971  Over a thousand demonstrators and bystanders gather in front of the Japan Cultural Institute in Hong Kong before the police disperse them and arrest twenty-one protesters. Students publish a special edition on the demonstration and charge the police with brutality, thereby generating considerable public interest and support for the Student Movement.

April 12, 1971  ROC Ambassador Chow Shu-kai calls on President Richard Nixon and National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger before his return to Taipei to announce the post of Minister of Foreign Affairs. Chow emphasizes Diaoyutai’s vital importance to Taiwan’s national interests. Failure of the ROC to defend Diaoyutai will prompt overseas Chinese students and intellectuals to turn to Beijing. Kissinger promises to look into the matter further. NSC staff members John D. Helms and Donald Zagorski present a memorandum the next day informing Kissinger that US policy has been to return both the Ryukyu and Senkaku Islands to Japan, but without taking a position on the sovereignty issue.

Hong Kong and other overseas Chinese students at the National Taiwan University put up posters declaring that “Diaoyutai belongs to us,” marking the beginning of the Student Movement in Taiwan.

April 13, 1971  The Union of Student Representatives and other student organizations at National Taiwan University put up Student posters on campus.

Students at National Cheng Kung University in Taiwan hold a demonstration on campus.

April 14, 1971  About two hundred overseas Chinese students from National Taiwan University march to the Japanese embassy to hand over a protest letter.

Students at National Cheng Kung University hold discussion forum and demonstration on campus.

April 15–18, 20–22, 24  Students at different campuses all over Taiwan take turns holding forums on campus, protesting at the US and Japanese embassies, or petitioning the KMT Central Committee.

April 15, 1971  Over a thousand overseas Chinese and Taiwan students from National Taiwan University, National Taiwan Normal University and National Chung Hsing University protest at the American embassy and march to the gate of National Taiwan University before dispersing.

Overseas Chinese and Hong Kong and Macau student organizations at Taiwan Normal University form a Student committee.

April 16, 1971  Taiwan Normal University students call on the News Media to report the news truthfully, and hold a Student discussion forum.

Over three hundred students from National Cheng Hsing University march to the US embassy and present a protest letter.

Ten student representatives from National Taiwan University carry a protest letter signed by over 2,000 students to the American and Japanese embassies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 17,</td>
<td>Taiwan Normal University students held a protest march around the campus, and initiate protest letters to the US and Japanese embassies signed in blood by about two thousand students. The Hong Kong College Students’ Joint Disputational Research and Action Committee organizes its first protest, with 700 students participating on two Hong Kong campuses.</td>
<td>The Union of Student Representatives at National Taiwan University hold a Disputational discussion forum, at which a Baoxing organization was established following Wang Hsiao-Po’s declaration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td></td>
<td>In Taiwan and also the first time during martial law that the KMT gives approval to students to hold a political event outside of campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 4, 1971</td>
<td>The 70’s Biaweekly group organizes its second protest targeting the America Consulate in Hong Kong and with over 300 people participating. The Hong Kong Defend Disputational Action Committee holds a Grand Assembly for Boycotting Japanese Goods in the evening. About 200 people participate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 30, 1971</td>
<td>The Hong Kong Defend Disputational Action Committee holds the first rural protest, with over two hundred people commemorating the May 30th Movement and supporting the Baoxing Movement at the Anti-Japanese Resistance Martyrs Monument in the New Territories.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-June 1971</td>
<td>The left faction of the Baoxing Movement in the US shifts its focus from defense of Disputational to unification of China, with the PRC as the sole legitimate government of China. Many Baoxing action committees reorganize themselves as study societies for state affairs. They hold commemorations of the May 4th Movement, engage in the study of modern history, and stage progressive plays and screenings of PRC films.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 4, 1971</td>
<td>New ROC Ambassador to the US James Shen pleads to no avail with Assistant Secretary of State Marshall Green for the US not to return Disputational with Okinawa to Japan but to treat it as a separate issue.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 11, 1971</td>
<td>The ROC protests before the signing of the Okinawa Reversion Treaty that it has not been consulted by the US on the reversion, that the planned turning over of the Disputational Islands to Japan is unacceptable and that the ROC will never abandon its sovereignty over those islands.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 17, 1971</td>
<td>About 2,000 students from National Taiwan University march to the Japanese Embassy, marking the high point of the Baoxing Movement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June-October 1971</td>
<td>#Baoxing leftists in the US organize seven regional conferences on state affairs with a focus on problems and issues in Mainland China and Taiwan.</td>
<td>The US Conference on State Affairs is held in Ann Arbor. It is dominated by leftists, concluding with the passage of a set of resolutions reflecting the platform of the leftist or unification faction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 7, 1971</td>
<td>Coordinated by the Hong Kong Defend Disputational Action Committee and the Hong Kong Federation of Students, this demonstration at Victoria Park attracts up to 3,600 protesters and spectators. The police beat dozens with batons and arrest twenty-one people. Eight student publications put out a joint extra issue the following day, heightening public interest and sympathy and attracting the support of the overseas Baoxing Movement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer 1971</td>
<td>A number of prominent Chinese scholars and delegations from the US visit China, bringing back glowing reports and further feeding the enthusiasm for unification.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 3-5, 1971</td>
<td>The US Conference on State Affairs is held in Ann Arbor. It is dominated by leftists, concluding with the passage of a set of resolutions reflecting the platform of the leftist or unification faction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 21, 1971</td>
<td>KMT loyalists hold a protest opposing the entry of the PRC into the UN, attracting over 6,000 people. Pro-PRC faction holds a counter-demonstration drawing over 600 people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1971</td>
<td>US Congress holds hearings on the Okinawa Reversion Treaty. Nobel Laureate Chen Ning Yang and three Baoxing activists testify and demand that Congress adopt a neutral position with respect to the Disputational sovereignty issue and to Aid Baoxing from the final treaty. The treaty passes on November 10, providing for the transfer of Disputational but preserving the neutrality principle.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 25, 1971</td>
<td>The UN General Assembly votes to expel the ROC and to seat the PRC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 24-25, 1971</td>
<td>A meeting for the Chinese unification movement convenes at Columbia University, leading to the formation of the Action Committee for the Unification of China, with branches throughout the US.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 25-28, 1971</td>
<td>KMT loyalists convene a conference in Washington, DC, which culminates in the formation of the Free Chinese Association of the United States or Alumni, supporting political reforms in the ROC and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## December 30, 1971
The PRC finally responds to the signing of the Okinawa Reversion Treaty on June 17 with a front-page editorial expressing support for the reversion of Okinawa to Japan, but strongly opposing the American-Japanese conspiracy over the Diaoyu Islands.

## March 8, 1972
The Japanese government issues The Revisited View of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the Senkaku Islands, its first full official statement on Japanese ownership of the islands.

## March 23, 1972
Ninety-five prominent Japanese intellectuals sign “Declaration of Rights of People in the Cultural Sphere of Japan to Stop Japanese Imperialism from Encroaching on the Senkaku Islands.”

## May 13, 1972
Leaflet and Rightist factions in the US organize separate rallies two days before the reversion of Okinawa.

The Hong Kong Defend Diasporic Action Committee and the Defend Diaspora United Front with 70’s Biweekly as core join forces for a final demonstration, starting at Victoria Park, linking up with the Hong Kong Student Federation group in Edinburgh Square, and ending in front of the Japanese consulate.

## September 27, 1972
During the negotiations on the normalization of Sino-Japanese relations, Prime Minister Tanaka Kazuo broaches the Senkaku/Diaoyu issue, but Premier Zhou Enlai says that the most urgent issue is normalization, while smaller problems can wait till a later time. Tanaka concurs.

## December 4, 1972
At a discussion forum on nationalism at National Taiwan University, there is heated debate between pro-Bonino and pro-unification students and those against Bonino and for Taiwan independence.

## February 1973
A number of Boshido student activists and two faculty members in the Philosophy Department of National Taiwan University are arrested and interrogated. A total of thirteen faculty members in the Philosophy Department are dismissed over the next three years. This marks the end of the Boshido Movement in Taiwan until its revival in 1990.

## April 12, 1978
A flotilla of over 100 Chinese fishing trawlers approach the Senkaku/Diaoyu waters, 30 succeeding to penetrate within 12 nm.

They fly Chinese national flags, display banners declaring that the islands belong to China, and refuse to budge when confronted by patrol boats of the Maritime Safety Agency of Japan. They finally withdraw on April 16.

The Trynityte Revolutionary Marxist League, co-founded by Ng Chang-kun, a former editor at The 70’s Biweekly, plans demonstrations in Hong Kong in support of the Chinese trawlers’ declaration of sovereignty. The demonstrations are called off after the Boshido’s withdrawal. The Boshido Movement in Hong Kong goes into hibernation until 1990.

## October 25, 1978
During his official visit to Japan to exchange the instruments of ratification for the Treaty of Peace and Friendship, Deng Xiaoping reveals at a press conference that there is a tacit agreement between the governments of China and Japan to resolve the Senkaku/Diaoyu sovereignty issue. Later in the 1980’s, “Develop jointly” joins “setting aside the dispute” as a core principle for China’s management of maritime disputes.
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